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A3STR.t~CT 

A limit on the then:iodynnmic potential difference betv;cen the 

ground and excited states of any photochemical system may be estab-

1ished by evaluating the potentiai diffen:nce at which the rate of 

photon absor-ption and emission arc equal; the relationship ,of~·ahsorp-

.t\:10~ groyided.~that .. th~re is thermal equilibrium 1·1ithin the sublevels 

of the electronic bands. The maximum amount of pm·Jer storage ob-

tainabl;; is evt11ua-::ed by ·lm~ering the rotentiai difference until the 

product of tf1e potential difference and the fraction of the quanta;,,., ,r .. , 

retained is maximized. The effect of a finite rate of tran5fcr of 

excitation cJ/ay from the excited state on power storage and lumines-

cence yield i::; found by an elementary kin'i:tic derivat·lon. 

The Planck law relation between absorption and luminescence is 

used to calculate the luminescence spectra of purple bacteria from 

their absorption spectra; tile r·esulting 1umine5cence sp~ctra compare 

well but not perfectly with published experimentally ~easured lumines-

cence spectra. ii.ppiication of the Planck 1av1 relation to p!.!blished 
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activation spectra for Systems I and II of spinach chloroplasts 

permits independent calculation of the 1uminsscence spectra of 

the two systems. If the luminescence y·ic:1d of System I is taken 

to be one-third the yield of System II~ then the combined lumines-

cence spectrum closely fits a published experi~cntal fluorescence 

spectrum. 

Spinach chloroplasts under an illumination of 1 kilolux can 

produce at most a potent·iai difference of 1.32 eV for System Il) 

and 1.36 eV for Syste»l IL In the absence of non-radiative losses, 

the maximum amount of free enerqy stored is 1.19 eV per photon ab-

sorbed for System I u.nd 1.23 cV per rr10ton for System II. The 

bacterium Chrornatium under an illumination of 10 ki1oerqs/cm2sec 

of Na D radiation can produce at n~st a potential difference of 

0.90 eV; the n1axi:nu;a ar:JOLmt of free er:cr:rt stored is 0.79 eV per 

photon absorbed. The ti1ermodynar:dcnl1y calculated potentials 

match the redox potentiu1 difference bctv;een P7r.0 and Kok's -0.7 V · 
\J I 

compound, inSystem I or plur.t:>. and the p0trntial difference be-

t~'leen r890 and f~rredoxin in bacteria. 

On the basis of an efficiency argumente it is hypothesized 

that there sf1ould be a linear relationship bctv~r::cn the net flm·.· 

through a biochemical pathway and the free enerqy lo~t per unit 

flow. This hypothesis is compatible with the observed light satura-

tion behavior of photosynti1esis. Preliminary extension of this 

model to include transient behavior correctly predicts the 1/timc 

decay of chenrl1umincscencc obset·ved in plant<;. 
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nuch of the theory used is piAesc=nted in a prepdnt of an 

article enti t1ed 11 Th'2rrnodynami c L imHuti ons on the Conversion 

'I .... 
·• 

PART !I 

The. problems and techniques invoi\ted in the EPR spectro-

the EPR of metal cc:nplcxes l"'hich has biolo(rical significance is 

surveyed. ·Particular e;t~pilasis ·is placed on the condit·ions 

necessary for the observation of paramagnetic resonance$ and on 

the EPR of manganese. A reprint of an article entitled noipolar 

Broadening of EPR Spectra Due to So 1 ute S~9regati on in Trozen 

r,queous Solutions~" J. Chern. Phys. iS,e 3919 (1965), is presented. 
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l\op1ications of Therrncd~vnarrd cs to the Investigation of : • ;r "• 

Photosynthesis. 

Chapter l 

lNTHODUCTION 

h . * b Photosynt es 1 s y green p 1 ants converts rad·i ant energy in the 

r, c . 

1 h · "' · 4n··o · ?onn r · .... , · - ~ vJave engt reg1on .rom . .J'c~' .·\ t:o ~. . ..~ \ Hlt.O cnemcat Tree energy. 
,., 

photon having a wavelength of 7000 A has an energy of 1.8 electron 

volts, but' manometric mcasure:nents of oxygen evoiution. indicate that 

only about 0.6 eV per quantum absorbed is stored as free energy in 
- . ' 

the form of stab1e c!1emica1 products. The original motivation for 

. the work in Part I of this thesis was .a desire to account for the 

"missinc" 2/3 of the photon~s energy • . .... ' ' 

The energy conversion process of plant photosynthesis is swn.'l1a-

rized in Figure 1-l. Light energy is captured by sevel~a1 types of 

pigment molecu1es 9 the most important of Hhich is ch1orophy11. The 

absorptjon of a photon causes the excitation of a chlorophyll mole-

cu1e from its ground electronic state to the first excited sinqlet 

state. This excitation is then transferred in some manner to a site 

A 

of chemical conversion; this transfer proces~ is not well understood. 

Relatively immediate consequences of this chemical conversion are 

the phos.pllory1ation of 1-\0P, giving packets of bioloqicai energy in the 
' . .. - ~ 

. . ~ . 

form of molecules of ATP; and the oxidation of water to molecular oxy- · . . . . 

• ""h ' ( d ... . ~ k .... ~ . . 1 . 1 d . . gen 9 \Ht.. c.1e pro .,uct.lon or pac. e~..s o-r n1o og1ca re uc1ng pmver 1n 

*Refere:1ces 1-5 are the books and review artic1P.:. most pertinent to 
the material discussed in this thesis. References 6 and 7 are en
cyc1op2diac surveys of photosynthesis. 

,, 
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Fi ure 1-1. Schematic diagram of the energy conve~si6n process ~ 

. of plant photosynthesis. 
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the form of py1·idine nucleot-ides. iilese soh:t11e, diffusible padu~ts 

of enerc;y and reducing poder are then lAsed to drive the carbon re-

ductiiJn cycle~ .,,;hich takes carbon dioxide and converts it into·sugars~ 

In addition to this photosyntht~sis by plants~ \·lith Hhich v1e are 

mo1·e familiar~ Ti9l1t -is also.usecLfor chemical synthesis by several 

kinds of bacteria. These bacte(ia may be divided into two classes: 

red bacteria and green bacteria. The red bacteria use wavelengths out 

to 9000 ~or so for photo~ynthesis, o.nd thl-; ~jreen bacteria us'e l_ight 

out to .Jbout 8000 t .i;'tdh: plants can oxidize ~·later to obtain the 

e1~ctr·ons necessar:,..' for biological t'educt'ions ~ the bacteria cannot; 

they roust rely nn ~n cxte~na1 source of reducing power such as hydro-

gen sulfide~ other s.u1fur compounds, or externa1iy obta.ined organic 

compounds· such as acids or alcohols. 

l·ihat can cause the di ff~t·ence bet•.-;een the 1. 3 eV of energy con-

tained in a 7000 A photqn, at~d the 0.6 eV of free energy stored by a 

piant per photon? f!luch-of the difff.r::mce LH~ttrleen these tv1o ,figures·~ 

is lost in the comp1ex biochemical patlTdays bet':;een the ahsorption of. 

light and the output of carbohydr~te; we will consider these losses 

in Chaptei· 5~ but in the meam:hile we sha11 be concerned with t\.vo 

11 lossesn ''lhich on: incurr9d immediately upon J.bsorption of the 1ight. 

The fil"St of th~se is simply a consid~ration of the.entropy 

associated with the absorbed radiation; in other words 9 6[ is not 

eqtlal to t.F. The fir·st ;vod;er to consider this iir.dtation on the 

en0rgy conversion process of photosynthesis ''iuS the Dutch bi o 1 ogi s t 
., 8 

l. N. r1 •. Duysens,->,· ~;ho ct·id SO by a genera] and SOli10.!tlhut intuitive 

thermodynanric approach v;irich ·is strictly applicable only for systems 

Iii. 
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which absorb only in a narrow frequency range. Since then, Mortimer 
a 10 

and i>'iazo"' and Be 11 have considered the thermodynamics of monoch1~o-

matic radiant energy conversion in a more general context~ their work 

has expi~essed Ouysen 1
S ins·!ght in more formal terms~ but it has.not 

altered the basic argument. i~pp1ication of the na.rTow band theory to 

photosynthesis requires some extensions in order to make it applicable 

to photochemical systems absorbing over broa~ bands; this will be con-

sidered i~ Chapter ·2" 

The second immediate loss is due to a degree of irreversibility 
; 

VJhich is necessary to cause a net f1ov1 of energy into any radiation 

absorber. If an absorber were in equilibrium with a radiation field, 

then it ~·mu1d reradiate at the same rate at 1·1hich it received photons, 

meaning that the quantum yield for ener•gy storage processes ~'lou1d be 

zero~ In order to get a net retention of photons~ the entropy of the 

absorber must be greater than the entropy of the radiation field. 

This loss \IJas considered in an electrical engineering context by 

Shockley and Queisser. 11 In a paper12 which is presented as Pnrt I.B. 

of this thesis~ I recently considered this and other· losses for the 

gene1~a1 problem of radiant energy conversion; that \•tork was under ... 

taken with the photosynthesis problem in mind~ and this Part of this 

thesis repre?ents an extension on that paper. 

During the ex-tension of the theory to broad band systems in 

Chapter 2 9 %·-ie wi11 consider some relationships bet\':een absorption 

spectra and 1umi nescence spectra, and the effect \'~hi ch these spectra 

have on the chemical potential which is developed in a ohptoGhemical 

system. In Chapter 3 v/8-\cJill consider some of the available infor- . 

matio~ on the absorption and fluorescence spectra of photosynthetic 

systemsg and relate th\:::m to the theory developed. 



In Chapter 4 \·le ·vti 11 use the theory of Chapter 2 and the spectra 

of Chapter 3~ together with a little data on the intensities of the 

light fields in which photosynthesis operatest in order to calculate 

chemical potentials developed in different photosynthetic systems. 

These are then re 1 a ted to observed potentia 1s » and the agreern.::nt is 

found to be rather good. 

In Chapter 5 we sketchily consider the problem of the design of 

biochemical pat!lv:ays, and the losses I·Jhich are incurred bet\•teen the 

absorption of light and the storage of carbohydrate. Some simplee 

the~Amodynamica1ly rnotivated models for the. behavior of this system 

help to account for the light saturation behavior of photosynthetic 

systems, and for the decay kinetics observed for chemi1uminesccnce. 
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Chapter 2 

THEORY·OF THE PHOTOCHEMICAL CONVERSION OF LIGHT INTO WORK 

a. Heuristic Theory for a Narrow-Band Absorber 

Before starting a formal treatment of the thermodynamics of free 

energy storage in a general, broad~band-absorbing photochemica) sys-. 

tenls- it may be useful to review the theory· for narrm;~-band absorption, 

parti·cu1arly as it applies to photochemical systems. !1 forma1 treat

ment of the narrmt-band theory may be found in : Part: l~ B. ·, but for 

, the next fe\;t pages vJe vii 11 rnak(:~ a somev,rhat informal and hopefully 

heu'ristic development· of the theory. The formulas and arguments of' 

the next few pnges are selected for their famil-iarity to most chemists; 

they contain within them the assumptions that Boltzmann statistics 

apply~ and that the different rate processes involved are first order • 

. Actually the results are more genera! than one wou1d infer from these 

assumptions. 

For a concrete example of a narrow-band photochemical system 9 the 

reader is invited to consider a vapor of sodium atoms~ dilute and in 

a very 1at1 ge box so that collisions are infrequent. Light at 589 nm* 

ihining on this gas will excite atoms from the ground to an excited 

electronic statep and resrn1ance fluorescence wi11 return excited atoms 

to the gro~nd state. 

As iight absorption greatly increases the population of the ex

cited state over the population present therrnally, there \'{i11 be a 

free energy change associated with the transfer of an atom fro'm one 

electronic state to the other. In analogy ~·lith the Nernst equation 

*l nm (nanometer) = 1 mp = 10 a 
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of freshman chemistry, the free energy change associ a ted ;·lith the 

transfei~ of an atorn from tf1e excited state to the ground state is 

equal to 

(2~1) 

i'Jhere P and P1•are, respectively, the popu1ation of atoms in the 

ground and excited electronic states. The thermodynamic potentia1 0 

llll is defined as dt'l../di\~ <·!here 1'), is thB He1mho1tz free energy 11 E - TS, 
., 

and N is the number of transfers from the excited to the ground statet. :. 

(Since there are no substantial net vo1urne_changes in photosynthesisD 

·vre can neglect the dist·inction bct•·;een energy and enthalpy, and refer.· 

to the more familiar ~F rather than ~A.) 

As vte can see, this chernica1 potential is determined by the fre-

quency of absorption~ Vp and by P*/P. This latter is i.n turn deter-

mined by a steady-state relationship bet'fJeen the rate of absol~ption 

and the rate of emission. The rate of absorption is determined by 

the light intensity and by the absorption cross-section, ·while the 

rate of emission is contro11ed by the radiative lifetime. At any 

given v 11 however, the relative sizes of the absorption cross-section 

and the radiative lifetime are fixed by the Einstein coefficientso !\ 

more fundamental v.Jay of saying this is to note that the effective 

areas for absorption and emission must be identical. As a resu1t 0 

the chemical potential developed is independent of either, and depends • 

only on the light intensity at the frequency of absorption. 

What is the dependence of the potential on light intensity? For-

mally the relationst1ip is very d·irect~. as we shall see in the next 

section, but in order to stay with familiar formulas we use a more 
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indirect approach nov;: If our box of sodium ato1ns ~>;ere p1a.ced in a 

blackbody vdth temperature TR~ then v;e know that 

P*/P = exp(-hv/kTR) • (2-2) 

Since the sodium atoms are sensitive to radiation only over a 

very nar-ro•t~ frequency range, the popu1 ati on of the excited state wi 11 

also be given by (2-2) whenever the vapor is in a radiation field 

which has the same radiation ·intensity at 589 nm as does a blackbody 

at TR•. One can then describe this radiation field_(lS having a tem

perature o{ TR at 589 nm. It need not have the same temperature at 1 

say 11 700 nm. 

By plugging (2-2) into (2-1). we see that 

(2-3) . 

where the potential is defined re1ative to temperature T. 

The relationship between the radiation intensity and TR is given 

by the Planck radiation law , which is that 

(2-4) 

. where I is the 'lig~1t intensity in' units such as nhotons per cm2sec 

per unit band\·;idth per 4rr· sol·id angle. (Refer to Part .r.s., for a 

more complete discussion.)· 

So far \te have only considered the absorption and the· 1~esonant 

fluorescent emission of radiation~ with no provision for the stor·aqe 

of free energyo NovJ 1et 0
S add another gas to otjr box of sodium atoms • 

. . 
By interacting with this 11quenching 11 gas, sodium ato:ns in the excited 

state are returned to the ground .state non-radiatively. This process 
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·of non-radiative decay is coupl2d toD and can drive, an endothermic 

chemical reaction for which the 6F is equal to the potential difference 

between the excited and ~p··ound states, .u. 

The amount of chemical work dcne per quantum absorbed by the 

sodium gas will be e~ual to the product of the quantum yield for the 

energy storage process, and the light-driven chemical potential. In _1 

designing a system for the conversion of light into work. one would 

seek to maximize this product. Because of the competitive advantage 

vthich a plant vrith a more efficient energy conversion system ':rould 

have, we anticipate that photosynthetic systems will have this product 

nearly maximized also. 

In the presence of the quenchcr, the quantum yie1d for lumines-

cence will be 

P*jD* 
' ·r.ax ' l.t 

(2-5) 

where P* is the population of the excited state in the presence of the 

quenchere and P*max is the popu1ation in the absence of the quencher. 

The quantum yield for the energy storage pathway is then 

05 t· = 1 - P*/P* max (2-6) 

The decrease in P* due to the n6n-radiative pathway ·c~uses a de-

crease in the potentia 1 difference between the excited and ground 

states. From {2-1) we can write 

u =.J.Irnax + kT ln(P*/P*max) , 

where u is the light~driven notential in the absence of quenching_. max · · · -

.i 
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Note that if the population of the excited state is not decreased 

substantially by the introductio~ of quenching~ then the quantum yield 

for energy storage is relativ~ly 1mt, resulting in 1ittie energy 

storage. Note also that if the population of the excited state is de-

creased drastically, the~ the potential difference will drop signifi-

cantly 9 also reducing tlle arnount of pov~er store d. There exists an 

optimal P* for maximum free energy storage 3 n.nd this may be easily 

found by taking the product of (2-6) and (2-7) 9 and setting the dif-

ferentia1 with respect top* equa1 to zero. 
" Doing this, we find that for maximal power storaqe, 

P* . ma.x llmax 
= 

P* kT 
ln. 

P* .. 
max 
P* - 1 • (2-8) 

The leading term in this 2xpressicn is the most significantp and for 

illustrative purposes we need consider only it. In the visible re-

giona the potentials developed are about one electron voltt which is 

about 40 kT. Plugging this back into (2-5)~ we.see that in our ideal 

systemthe luminescence yield should;be about 2% fol~ maxirnal power 

storage. 

By substituting tile leading term of (2-8) into (2-7), ~r;e find 

that the optimum' potential is given by,,· · . . ,• 

(2-9) 

Now kT 1n40 is about 1/10 eV~ and this represents most of the loss due 

to this basic irreversibility. 

So far we -have neglected the poss i bi l·i ty that there might be non-

radiative dec~y whiti1 is not coupledi~o energy storage, and in any 
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real system there \"'il1 be some of this. The effect of this decay is 

easily included in the theory: If the total rate of non-useful de-

cay.from the excited state is o: times the rate of radiative decay 

alone~ then the population of the excited state in the absenc~ of 

energy storage \'ii 11 be reduced by a factor of a 9 so that ~max wi 11 be 

decreased by kT lna •. When this kind of decay is present, equation 

(2-5) represents the quantum yield for all non-energy storing pro-

cesses ~. rather than the quantum yie1d for luminesce;,ce~ 

~Ji th this much as background, vie can consider· the qenera 1 broad-

band theory v1ith better U>lderstanding. 

The theoretical l-imits on pov,;er storage resulting from narrov1-

band absorption, which were sketched in the previous section and are 

discussed more fully in Part B. may be applied to a broad-band ab-

sorber by appropriately averaging thi monochromatic limit over the 

frequency interval of absorption: The rosu1ting limit has great 

generality I) but some cons i det'ati on of the structure of the radiant 

energy converter may permit a significantly 1o·t~er limit to be set on 

the fraction of light energy ·..vidch may appear as stored free energy. 

In addition~ one may obtain a considerable amount of additional physi-

cal information. 

First one must analyse the manner in v~ich the absorbed quanta 

vdll be used. Fundamentally there are two types •·1hich 1·1e might con-

sider: One \·mu1d be 1·Ji1ere the absorbed enet·gy is used as heat; in 

this thesis we are more interested in another kind of conversion~ 

t'ihere excitations produced by the discrete quanta of are utilized. 
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The most fundarnental feature of these quantum, or photochemical, 

radiation conv~rsion systems is the equality of quanta of different 

wavelengths. If one has a broad absorption extending from 400 nm to 

700 nm~ a quantum absorbed at 400 nm has the same n2t effect ~s a 

quantum absorbed at 700 nm. It is this equality of quanta Nhich is 

the starting point for a consideration of the thermodynamics of these 

systems. 

The purpose of this section is to discuss the limits on the 

amount of work appearing as a result of the broad-band absorption of 

light by any photochemica1 S.)"stem. Shockley and Queisseril have con .. 

sidered such a limit ~n radiant energy conversion in non-degenerate 

semi -conductors, and trw present ~wrk represents a genera 1 i zati on Qf 

this. The discussion in tilis ·section is independznt of the structure 

of the photochemical systemD and does not contain the limitations ~f 

the preyious section. 

Imagine that the ground and excited states of the sodium atoms 

of the previous section are 'generalized so that each of the two e1ec-

tronic states contains any arbitrary number of .sub-statesp at arbi-

trary energies~ due to the presence of vibrational or other degrees.· 

of freedom • 

. If the sub":-states within each band are in therm<~l equilibrium, 

meaning th1:1t there are no variations in thermodynamic potential h'ithin 

each band~ then the potential difference between sub-state i of the 

ground electronic state and sub-state j of the excited electronic-

state will be independent of either i or j. In other words~ there 

will be a single~ well-defined free energy chanqe for any possible 

transition betv>~een the bands. 
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He sha11 examine t:;e v.:;.iidity of the assu:;;ption of t!lcrmai 

equilibrium •dthin the bands late;·. 

Our f·irst tusk is to cvi:.1uate the ))otentia1 difference i<lhic!l is 

dcve1oped between the excited and ground bands in the absence of non-

radiative trans fer bet.-;cen tile t\·;o. 

;_h + 1-.. ~ ! , e po .. en t-1 a ; of the photod:cr:;i ca 1 system can be mcst easily 

evaluated when it is in equilibrium with a radiation field. Thus one 

needs to inquire ~hat radi~tion fi~ld is in equilibrium with an ab-

so}~ber\-:l)ich has i1 potcnt-l.J.1_ eli ffcrcnce ind2pcndent of frequency. 

For the interaction to be reversible at all frequencies, it must 

be revers·lbie at eJch fn.:~qu2ncy~ so ·.}e can. reduce tlle probler:-1 to an 

examination of equilibrium between a radiation field and an absorber 
. I . 

in a snell frequency increment at coch v. 

Heversible reaction ir:1plies that ther~ is no change in entropy 

fm~ the emission OlA absorpt·lon of radiation by the chemical s.vstem: 

(aS/aN)absorber + (aS/aN)radiation • 0 • (2-9) 

The ~otenti a 1 diff~~rence of the photochemi ca 1 system is 

~ = aEjaN - T aS/aN (2-10) 

vie knot·l th€!t 

aE/aN "' hv (2-11). 

so that 

as/aN ::: ( hv -~.t) /T (2-12) 

For the radiation field, the oartial c~tropy is 

(2-13) 

'.r' 
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where TR(v) is the radiation temperature which v:e discussed earl"ier. 

By substituting (2-4) into (2-13)~ we find that 

(2-14) 

1·1here I is' the light intensity absorbed and emitted due to band-to

band transi.tions (as before, in units of photons per 47T solid ang1c 9 

per unit bandwidth, per,..unit areat rer unit tirw~). 

If vJe assume that the photocher1ical absot·bcr ·is isotropic in its 

interaction with a radiation field, then by integrating over solid 

anglec and equating (2-12) and (2-14), we find that the rate of pho

.ton a.bsorption and enission per unit biandvJidth and un"it cross-section 

is 

. ,,, : . ' . (2-15) 

The figure one in (2415) rna.y be neglected in the visible region, 
. . . 

simplifying (2-15) to 

I(v~ll,T) " " - (8rr~~;t~} ixp[(u-hv)/kT] 
' 

If one knows the absorption cross-section for band-to .. band exci ... 

t~ii~ns A(v 9 ~ 0T), then the total rate of excitation and emission per 
·., ' . :· .. · ... 

unit bandwidth is equal to 

(2-16) 

. . 

for a photochemical system 0h~ch has thermal equilibrium at tempera-· 

, ture T v.;ithin its electronic bands, and a potr.;ntia1 difference J.t be-

tween the be.nds~ and ~>Ihich is in equi1ibriun1 l'iith an isotropic radia-

tion field at all frequencies. 
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Now consider that the same potential difference u is established 

between the bands of the same chemical system by any manner whatso-

ever. This may be done by causing the same rate of excitations vlith 

an arbitrary radiation .fie1d~ or even by pumping the system electri-

cally or chemically. Regardless of how the potential is establisheds · 

the emission spectrum must still be given by (2-16). 

This rneans that, given thermal equi1ibrium vJith·in each band~ 

knowiedge of the absorption spectrum of any chemical system permits 

direct calculation of the luminescence spectrum. This relation has 

a fairly long and interesting his~tor_y, none of 1·1hich I had heard until 

after ha'ving derived t!1e re1ation myself. It 1-;as first derived by 

Kennard13 at Cornell in 1918, and he cor.fir"led it experimenta11y with 

severai dye mo1ecu1es in solution, The relat·ionship was then redis~ 

covered independently by tv10 Russian physical chernists 0 the firstof 

. wGich ·to pUblish was Stepanav. 14 It has been used fairly extensively 

by Russian physical cnemists for calculating the luminescence spectra 

·"of or~cinic molecules, and comparing these with the observed lumines

cence,spectra.15,16. This history of the relation has been revie\•Jed 

. ,by Nazuren~o and fieporent.. 16 · In spite of the useful ness t of the re

lati6n9 ft does not se~m .to have been used recently be molecular 

spectrosc6pists outside of the u.s.S.R. 17 · 

T.he relation ~'laS u·lso derived~ 'aqai~ independently, fer a more 
. . 
. .· . . 1" 

restricted situation by van Roosbroeck and Shock ley.· 0 This has been 

used for'caiculating the spectral distribution of the radiation from 

the recombi~ation of electrons and holes in semiconductors. 19 

The experimental work by the Russian workers has shm.Jn that the 

assumption of thermal equilibrium within the electronic bands of a 
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?n large organic molecule is fairly accurate.-~ The slight discre-

pancies which are observed are not sufficient to affect our ca1cu-

lations of potential, but they may affect the accu?·acy of caiculated 

1u~inescence spectra. 

We will now use this Planck law relationship to calculate the 

. po~ential developed in a photochemical system when the absorption 

spectrum and incident light flux are known. f-"or simplicity 'de shall 

assume that the absorption spectn.lii1 is ·independent of l.l, although this 

may not be true. We can ignore changes with temperature since our T 

remains fixed. 

The rate lOf band-to-band excitations resulting from an arbitrary 

radiative field is equal to 

(2-17) 

where r 5(v} is tne flux distribution provided by the light source. 
. . 

From (2.,;16), witt1 (2-15') substituted in~ the rate of radiative 

decay froma photochemical ~yste~;i having potential difference l.l is 

(2-18) 

He sha1.1 abbreviate the. integra1 with L~ so that 

R1um = elJ/kT L • .. ' ... 

By equat1ng. (2-17) and (2~18') 9 we ca~ find the. maximum possible 

• potential· of a ph6toche~i~al ~ystem having an absorption spect~um 

. A(v)ll and illuminated by a l~adiatiori fie1d of intensity and distri-

bution Is('v): 

= kT ln(l\.1·n/L) • Vmax 

,··,· 

(2-19) 

' 
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The potential ~max was derived for the condition that the rate 

of lurninesc~nce equals tha rate of absorption. As we saw earlier there 

is no net storag~ of energy. in this situation. ilet storage must be 

obtained by. lowering the putentia1 so tl1u.t the ~~ate of 1uminescence 

will be less than the rat2 of absorption. 

The amount of power stored is 

·where ll is the potentiul of the photochernical system. 

By combining (2..:13') and (2-19), 1·:e find tt1at 

so,that 

= 

v1here flilum is the quantum yield for lurninescence& H1ur;/Rin 

. The amount of. power ~to red; which may be rewritten as 

(2-20) 

( 2-21) 

(2-22) 

(2-23) 

maybe·maxjmized by appr-opriate choice of !J·. !3y setting d9 /dv· equal 

to zero~ we find that for maxi~um.power storage 
' ' ... 

(2-24) 

The potentta1 for maximwn power stor·age may be obtained by substi-

tuting 01um from (2-24) into (2-22). 

1~s you can see, trds more general derivation is very analogous to 

the less formal tr<:~utment v:hich<::ppeared earlier in th~cl1apter. 

. 'I 

., 
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I haven 1 t figured out a neat way of.expressing non-useful non-

radiative decay in terms of potentials instead of populations. We 

can note that the potential ll ... ~-· of this section may be corrected 
1110" 

dml/nvsard by kT lna.o where the total rate of non-useful decay of the 

excited state is equal to a times the rate of radiative decay. In 

general 0 a may depend on lli 

c. Losses f}"Om S 1 0\'1 Excitation Truns fer 

At this point we can consider one kinetic limitation on the 

amount of power stored. This relates to the finite rate of transfer 

of the excitation from the absorbing pigment molecules into species 

which do not interact significantly with a radiation field. Strictly 

speaking 0 perhaps this discussion should be in Charters. where we 

will consider othe~ kinetic limitations on power storage, but this 

particular prob 1em is eus i 1y treated in the present context. 

Consider that we have the situatif?n diagrammed in Figure 2-l(a). 

Here the excited state of the pigment molecules Chl*ds:in,therma1 'equili

brium viith a trap sto.te. t'l.s di.ar~irummed, the trap might be a triplet 

state of the pigment molecule, Ot' some isomerization ~f it 9 but 

actually the arguments which we will make apply equally to chemical 

reactions v1here the trap is a distinct chemical species. 

Excitations are transferred from the excited state to the trap 

with what we assume to be a fi1·st-order rate constant, Ktl"an since 

Figure 2~1(a) describes an equil·ibrium situation 0 the return rate rnust 

·be the same. The chemicar potential of the trap 'r';i1l be the same as 

the excited state$ Vmax• The population of the excited state is P*max 9 

and the rate of excitations is equal to the rate of radiative and non-

i. 
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* Ktran P max ------;:> 
~-.;.._----

. C1 Krad P~ax 11\1 

'!I 

(a) 

(b) 

8' ~'crap= ~max 

~ 
~Storage 

MU 8·11266 

Figure 2-1. Kinetics and thermodynamics of a photochemi ca 1 sys tern 

(a) in the absence of energy storage. and (b) in the 

. presence 6f energy storage when the thermodyn~mic 

activity of the trap is a fraction o of that in (a) • 

.... 

I.· 

i . 

.. 
' 

' 
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Now consider that excitations are tapped from the trap for 

storage~ so that the thermodynamic activity (e.Q., the concentration)· 

of the trap species drops to so:;1e fraction , __ ,o ~ Of .ti.Je activity which 

would be i~ equilibrium with an ~xcited state D. opul_atio_n of P* max• 

The resulting situation is diagramrned in Figur~ 2-l(b). 

The rate of the -rever~e react·i on Trap + Chi,.. is dropped to 
. . 

~KtranP*m~xc causing the population of the excited state to drop to 

P*. The quantum yie1d for storage is~ as before, 

P*/P*max ' (2-6) 

but our object i'n the current situation is to maximize· the pmter 

stored as measured at tile trap: in other words, to maximize the pro

du'ct _ 05 tllt rap~ 

By equating the fluxes into and out of t!1e excited state, we 

find the relationship 

(2-25) 

which can be rearranged to give 

(2-26) 

Substituting {2-26) into (2-6), we find that the quantum yield 

for povJer storage is 

(2-27) 

The expression witllin the brackets is the usual kinetically deter

mined quantum yield in the absence of any reversibility in the Chl*, 

Trao reaction (i.e.~ 6 = 0). . -
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On the other hand~ tire expression (l - 6)" is thel~mod.vnamica11.Y 

equiva1~nt to the (1 - P*iP*max) .of (2-6). ·In other worcis 0 the 

.. quantum yield for energy storage factors into two indeo~ndcnt frac-

tions~ one of \•J!1ich is determrir.ed kinetica11y and the other of which 

is determined thermodynamica11y. Derivation of the optimal 1-!trap 

and maximal pm~·er stoi·age is equivalent to the earlier trec\tments 

~'lhere the excited state itself \·:as considered. The only difference 

is that the quantwn yi~::1d is 1c·,·iered by the kinetic factor shovm in 

(2-27) 0 

When the kinetic and thermodynamic factors of (2-27) are both 

; .. close to one 9 then the loss quantum yield is approximately 

.. _ ~ ' .. 

(2-28) 

The luminescence yield is 1/a of this, or· 

(2-29) 

where ~max is the maximum potential corrected for the presence of 

npn-radiative losses. 

The first te~1 in (2~29) ·is due to the finite rate of transfer 

·out' of 'the excited state, and the second is due to the' reversibility 

of the system. As the kinetic term representsspin-a1lo1·1ed light 

emission which is independent of any chemistry 0 this portion of the. 

light emitted under steady-state illumination may quite properly be 

called fl uo.rescence. Howevero the thermodynamic luminescence is 
. . . ----

dependent on chemistry and~ furthermore~ cannot be expected to decay 

rapidly and exponentially when the illumination is turned off; thus 

it is hard to call this fluorescence. 

.,. 
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To the extent that our assumption of thermal equilibrium within 

the electronic bands is valid, the spectra of t:hf:l tv1o types of 

luminescence should be the same~ and no distinction can be made at 

that level. t~s \IJeshall <liscuss more fully in iater chapters, ex

pedmental. discrimination bctv1ecn the t~-;·o v:ould be very useful. 
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Chapter 3 

CALCULATED LUHINESCENCE SPECTRA OF PHOTOSYNTHETIC SYSTH1S 

The first use whi ct1 we can make of the theory in Chapter 2 for 

photosynthesis is to use the ?l anck 1 aw re 1 ati onshi p bet•-.reen absorp-

tion and luminescenc2 in order to calculate the luminescence spectra 

o~ photosynthetic systems from the absorption spectra. Hhere the 

fluorescence spectrum·/( is kno .. m p this pro vi des one check on our 
• 

. assumption of thermal equilibrium among the vibrational levels within 

the electronic bands of the pigments. \·lhere the fluorescence spectrum 

is not known$ the theory can predict it and, hopefully, make its ex

perimental detection easier. 

The theoretical predictions have particular interest in plant 

systems o because plants are compri zed of t\"'O somev1hat different 

photochemical systems. Because of the relative complexity of nlant 

photosynthesis 9 we first consider another. class of photosynthetic 

organisms t the bacteria» so that \.'te may compare absorption spectra 

and fluorescence spectra directly •. 

a. Bacterial Luminesc~nce 

For the purpose of comparing predicted fluorescence with mea~ 

sured f1 uorescence spectra, i'/e are fortunate that 01 son and Stanton20 

have recently published absorption and fluorescence spectra for 

severa 1 .. species of bacteria. By using their absorption spectra 
' I , , 

. . ' ~·· -·. ~ 

*operationally~ the emission spectrum observed under steady illumination 

. ! 
I 
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together with t~e Planck factor~ one may compute the fluorescence 

for these several species. The results of this calculation are 

compared with experiment in Figure 3-1. 

The calculated and observed spectra have been norma1ized.so 

that their peilk heights match. We see that the aqreement. betv1een 

·experiment and theory is good but not outstanding. There are four 

sources for the discrepancy betvJeen the ca1cu1a.ted and experimental 

spectra: (1) The absoqJtion spectra are not accurate;. (2) the ex

perimental fluorescence spectra are not accurate; (3) the experi-

mental absorption and fluorescence spectra are not of the same 

material; and (4) the assumptions of the theory are ·not met. 

(1) and (2): The data used vJere obtained from published curves, 

and a:'slight distortion of the curves with respect to frequency would 

account for much of tile discrepancy. 

,(1): As one moves out to long \'lfavelengths from the last absorp

tion peak 9 a sizable fraction of the attenuation of a light beam 

passing through a biological sample is due to light scattering and 

not to electronic excitations. Unless this is taken into account, 

there can be serious errors in tl)e calculrlted fluorescence spectrum 

at long vtavelengths. The absorpt-ion spectl~a used were not taken 

with this computation .in mind, and thuscannot be expected to be 

accurate in this region •.. 
,, . '· 

(2): · The f'luorescence spectra must be taken of intact· bacteria, 

This makes accurate obse0vations difficult at wavelengths where the 

absorption is very strong, as the f1 uorescence may be strongly atten

uated by reabsorption. Corrections may be applied to .minimize this 

error 9 bui this is diff1cult to do precisely. 
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luminescence spettrum; dashed line: luminescence spectrum 

calculated from the absorption spectrum with the Planck 

factor for 295°K. 
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(3): While the fluorescence spectra are taken of intact bac-

teria 9 the absorption spectra are taken of sma11?.r particles; this 

probably does not introduce any serio~s error. It must be kept in· 

mind that different grm;th cond-itions for the samples used for the 

tvm measurements may caus;; a d•i s crepancy. 

(4): Last but not least, the assumption of ther·ma1 equilibrium 

wlthin the electronic bands is not precisely true. If thermal equi-

librium held exact1y \·:ithin th2 vibrational band~, then tlle elec-

tronic absprption spectrum= the action soectrum for t~e excitation 

of fluorescence, and the activation spectrum for chemical synthesis 

would correspond preciseiy • 

. Of these~ the absorption spectrum and the fluorescence excitation 
' ' 

spectrum are the most easily obtained. The two do not correspond, 

exactly at all wavelengths for purple bacteriap although most varia-

tions are vJithin 10% or so. 

Perhaps the most dramatic demonstration of the lack of complete 

thermal equilibrium in a photosynthetic system is th~ recent work 'by 

Cl ayton21 on the fluorescence and chemiluminescence s rectra of green 
' ' 

bacteri~; Both the fluorescenc~ a~d chemiluminescence spectra-con-

tain two bands, peaking at 750 and 340 nm. For f1uorescences the 
. . ' . 

short w~velength peak is the higher~ while for the chemiluminescence 

sp1:1ctrum it is the low.er. This is u~derstahtlabie 'if an excitation 

ab~~rbed at shorter wavc1~nbths relaxe~ through thi excited elec

ttonic ·band at a rate 'tildch is not much faster than the rate of 

fluorescence. Converse1y, and probably in addition to this effectt 

the production of pigment excitations by reversal of the enerqy sto"rage 

process may cause a relatively greater luminescence at 10I'Jer energies. 
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Conclusions 

The agreement bet~'leen the experimental and caiculated fluores-

cence spectra of purj) le bactel·i a. see:ns to be adequate to demonstrate 

that our assumrticn ofthen<l:l1 equiljbrium' is at least approximately 

true for photosyn tilet i c sys te:n:;. The vcn·i at ion i·~h·i ch C 1 ayton ob-

tained between the fluorescence and chemiluminescence spectra of 

green bacteria indicates that the then:~a1 equi1ibration is not com-

p1et~ 0 but .variation bet,·wen the two spectra is sma11 enough to 

assure us that potentials calculated on the assumption of thermal 

equilibrium will not be serio~sly in error. The variations are 

great enough that computed lumines~ence spectra may deviate noti-

ceablj!rom the real thing, but where the l~mine~cen~e spectrum is 

not kno'!m at a11 the calculation may he quite useful • 

. -
b. Plant Luminescence 

I,Je are very fortunate that Kenneth Sauer and several collabor-

a tors in ~his 1 abol~atory have recently made a number of detai1ed 

spectroscopic investigations of the photosynthetic uriit in spinach. 

The avail abi.l ity of these data makes theot·eti ca 1 treatment of the 

luminescence .spectra of this. plant very rewarding. 

For the purpose of making quant~m yield rneasurementsD Sauer and 

Bi ggins22 made carefu1 measurements of the absorption s-pectrum of 

the' photosynthetic apparatus of spinach, ·Using a tabulation of their 

absorption data kindly provided b.Y Professor Sauer,23 I aop1ied the 

Planck factor to calculate the luminescence spectrum which is dis-

played in F·igure 3-2. This is the luminescence spectrum \'lhich one 

would e~pect if there were one single photochemical system in plant 

photosynthesis, and if the vibrational levels of this system were in 

. ~· 
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Figure 3-2. The luminescence spectrum of spinach calculated with the 

assumption that plants contain a single photochemical sys- · 

tern. The plotted points were obtained by multiplying the 

tabulated absorption spectrum of Sauer and Biggins~2 ,23 
i 

by the Planck law factor for 295°K •. 
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therma 1 equi 1 i bri urn. 

However, plant photosynthesis does not appear to be comprized 

of one photochemica1 system, but rather two.l. One of these~ ca11ed 

System II~ can be driven o;11.Y !rfith light having a \">'av81ength 1ess 

than about 680 nm; the otherD called System I, can utilize radiation 

of longer wavelengths • 

.~ .. · , " 24 .~ ,.. Recent-ly k•e1ss · na..::. reviewed the \\rays in v1hich the two systems 

could interact at the level -of electronic excitations. One possibi-

1ity is that the ti·JO systems are completely distinct: the 11 Separate 

box 11 ·hypothesis. One extreme of this hypothesis is the thought that 

. the two systems may be organized in different particles. A second 

class of hypotheses are those in which quanta of wave1enqth shorter 

than 680: nm ar~e alternately directed to Systems I and II by a "f1ip

f1 op It mechanism. Tile th i td c 1 ass of hypotheses are those in vJh i ch 

light of-wavelength shorter than 680 nm first goes to System II; ex

citatfons in excess of the number requiredby this system are a11ol>'ied 

to "sp~ll-over 11 into Systet;~;L 

The 11 separate box" hypothesis is currently the most popular. and 

it is the'only..one which I have considered in detail. At least on 

cursory consideration, it wou1d seem that the "flip-f1cop 11 mechanism 

~ight be virtually·equivaleni for our purposes~ 

Orie of the most usefu1 ways of separating the t\'IO chemical sys

tems i~ 'to take a preparation of the photosynthetic apparatus of a 

plant 0 6hloroplastsp and add to it metabolic poisons and spectra-

scopically observJble redox ayents with appropriate potentials. Sy 

use of the appropriate cllemica1sp one may observe the light driven 
I 

progress of only one of the two photochemical ~ystems. 
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By using this techniquet Sauer and Park25 and Kelley and Saucr26 

have determined quantum yields for each of .the tvto systems in spinach 

over a wide range of wavelengths~ Their original data were distorted 

s1ightly because of the bqnd pass of their instr.urHent, but correction 

for this indicates th<lt the quantt;m yield for System I plus the quan-

tum yield for System II .is vlithin experimental error of 1.0 at a11 

26 
v;ave1engths. 

Using thaassumption of separate boxes, I have smoothed their 

data some~1hat to obta·in the quantum yield partitioning diagrammed in 

Figure 3-3. These quantum yields m11y ,be used to calculate a.n acti

vation spect1Aum for each of the two syster;1s; this has been done by 

Kelle,:r· and Sauer, and F·igu1·e 3-4 shO\vS this on a logarithmic plot. 

.Separate absorption spectra for the two systems permits a decem-

position of the luminescence spectrum shown in Fiqure 3-2 into a com

ponent due to System I and a cornponent due to System I I. The result 

is displayed in F·igure .3-5. The' curve for System II has been magni .. 

fied .by a ft)ctor of 5. in prder .to make the area under the. t\11o curves 

approximately ,equal. If the luminescenc(~ yields for Systems'I and II 

vJere about the same, then the emission spectrum of spinach should 

look something 1ike the sum indicated in the figure. 

The fluorescence spectrum of spinach.chloroplasts h~s recently 

been measured by r·1u.rc-lta, Nishimura, and Takamiya. 27 Comparison of 

thefr experimental spectr,um v:ith Figure 3-5 suggests· that the fluores-. 

cence yield for System I is somewhat less than the fluorescence yield 

for System 116 By adjusting the relative magnitudes of System I 

luminescence .and System II luminescence to obtain the best fit with 

the experimental curve of nurata et .£.1.., it appears that the f1uores-
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Figure 3-3~ Partition of quanta between photosystems I and II in spinach 

as a function of photon energy~ .Quantum yield of System I 

as m~asured by Ke11ey and Sauer, 26 o; difference from 1 of 

the quantum yield for System II as measured by Sauer and . 

Park,
25

A. Filled symbols indicate corrected quantum yields 

obtained by extrapolating instrument band \'Jidth to ze~o. 26 

The solid line indicates the partition assumed in 

calculations. 
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Figure 3-5. Calculated luminescence spectra of Systems I and II of ~ 

spinach. Vertical scale. is the same as in Figure 3-3,. 

but the curve for System II has been magnified by 5 X in 

order to make the area under the two curves approximate 1y .. · 

equal. 
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cence yield for System I ·is about 1/3 that of System II. The result-

ing fit between the theoretically calculated luii;inescence spectrum 

and the exper·irnental spectrum is shm-m in Figure 3-6. Considering 

all the sources of error, I fee1 that the agreement betv;een the t\'IO 

is quite good. 

· · These calculations reinforce the notion that the fluorescence 

yield for System I is less than that for System II, and that the 

. luminescence at 740 nrn has a relatively greo.ter contribution from 

System I t~an does the luminescence around 635 nm • 

.. 

Jl ·:. 
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Figure 3-6. Comparison of the calculated and experimental luminescence 

spectra of spinach chloroplasts. Experimental points from 

Murata, Nishimura, and Takamiy~. 27 Calculated curve ob~ 

.tained by adjusting the amounts.of System I and System II 

luminescence so as to match the experimental luminescence 

intensities at 685 nm and at 730 nm. Hatch marks indicate 

points at which the spectrum was calculated. 
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Chapter 4 

LIGHT-DRIVEN POTENTIAL DIFFERENCES AND FREE ENERGY STORAGE 

a. Calculation of Light-Driven Potentials 

As we saw in Chapter 2g the first step in evaluating the ener-

getics of a photochemical system is to determine the light-driven 

potential which is developed when the rate of luminescent emission 

fs equal to the rate of absorption. l~riting out equation (2-11) in 

more complete form, we have that this potential is 

r A(v) I.: (\i) dV 
~max = kT ln -? ( s 

!8nv~c A v)exp(-hcv/kT)dv 
( 4-1) . 

where I
5 

is the spectral distribution of photon flux incident on the 

system, and A is the absorption cross-section CL .. ~.!-' the absorption 

sp~ctrum) of the syste1n. ·Since A appears in both the numerator and 

.... denominator of this expression~ its absolute value is unimportant • 

. ·•···. , . .Pt:'biiiding that the dimensions of the quantities involved are properly 
A. 

. defined 0 these integrals may be taken over eithe~ energy {wavenumbers) · 

or'wave1ength. 

He see that only two quantities. are necessary to evaluate the 

maximum potential: an incident light flux and an absorption spectrum. 

In order to be:-certain that vrnax is correctly evaluated, the absorp

tion spectrum A should be taken on an organism which has been grown 

at light· intensity I5 • Other\.vise there is the possibility that an 

organism may vary its absorption spectrum depending on the light in-

tensity. This has .actually been observed in several species of bac

teria~ and the change in absorption spectra is in a direction v1hich 
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vtould tend to keep the potential developed independent of 1igh.t in-

tensity. In the follovting discussion we will not be too careful 

about this point$ partly because the data are not avai1able 9 but 

chiefly because an error of a millivolt or so in the computed poten

tial i's:·instgnificant ':Jhen compared to other sources of error.· 

·.Once the maxirn~m potential has been calculated~ then the paten-

tial for maximum power storage can be obtained in the manner outlined 

in Chapter 2. 

Spinach 

The range of light intensities for effective pla~t growth is 

limited at the 10\'ler end by the compensation point 0 at \.,rhich t.he rate 

of photosynthesis is just adequate to balance respiration. The upper 

limit is set by the saturation of the various chemical reactions which 

make up the energy storing process. Plants grm'fin~ in dim light are 

usually adapted~ genetically and/or environmentally, to a lower range 

of intensities than that found for similar organisms used to growing 

in bright 1igh•t 28 

The compensation point generally occurs at a liqht int~nsity of 

between 20 and 500 lux* of white light. Photosynthesis becomes. half

saturated somewhere between 1 and 10 ki lolux. 28 The spinach 1r1hose 

absorption we used in Chapter 3 was grm'>'n at a light in.~ensity of 

about 15 ki1o1ux. 29 Hmvever, .because of the high optical density of 

spinach leaves, a typical photosynthepc. unit might see a light in

tensity of more like 1 ki1olux. }~e sha11 us:e this figure in our 

ca1cu1ations. 

*100 lux = 9.3 foot-candles. 

.· 
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By taking the product of the spectral distribution of the quan

tum flux from a tungsten bulb (Figure 4-l)p with the absorption 

spectrum for spinach photosynthesis~ we find that 1 kilolux of white 

light produces pigment excitation at the same rate as would 0.86 

nanoeinsteins/cm2sec incident at the red absorption maximum at about 

680 nm. This gives us the numerator for equation (4-1), and we 

assume that this is split equally between Systems I and II. 
/ 

The integral in the denominator of (4 ... 1) is evaluated by finding 

the area u~der the curves in Figure 3-5, with appro~riate considera-

ti on of how the vertical sea 1 e is defined. Performing the necessary 

arithmetic'~ we find that JJmax for System I js 1.32 eV and that J.lmax 

for Syste:~II is 1~36 eV. 

· Thes~ potentials Pmax have been eval~ated with the assumption 

that non-radi~tive decay is negligibl~. This is probably not true, 

and the potential must be corrected dowm'lards accordingly. The in

ternal conv~rsion coefficient a which was discussed in Chapter 2 has 

a ·v~l~e in viiro of 3 for the chlo~ophyll a of p1ants. 30 As the - . -
fluorescing species in System II of plant photosynthesis appears to 

be mostly monomeric chlorophyll, we can guess that perhaps the in

ternal conversion coefficient for this· system . .i!l. ~has approxi

mately the solution value. 

The fl~orescence from System ·r occurs mostly at longer wavelengths 

and there is a fair amount of evidence to indicate that the speci.es 

giVing rise to this fluorescence are aggregated foms of chlorophy11. 

Pigment;.pigment interactions in solution generally give rise to an 

increa~ed rate of non-radiative decay, and this has been observed for 

chlorophyll-chlorophyll inte~acttons. The mechanism for this increased 
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PHOTON SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION 

TUNGSTEN LAMP 
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·Figu~e 4-1. · ~pectral distribution of photons from a high-wattage tung

sten lamp. Sources: L.E. Barrow, J. Opt. Soc. Am. !2..• 

1122 (1959); R.B. Withrow and A.P. Withrow, in Radiation 
l 

! 

:I 

Biologx, A. Hollaender, Ed. (McGraw-Hill Book Company, 

.New York; 1956), Vol. 3, p. 249. 
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rate of non~radiative decay is uncertains and it is possible that the 

only effect of the intermolecular interactions is to facilitate mi~ 

gration of the excitation to an impurity molecule ~;hich is. an effec

tive quenchcr. As a result9 one cannot be at all certain that aggre

gation in a living system is indicative of a greater rate of non

radiative decay. 

Recall~ however, from Chapter 3 that the observed fluorescence 

yield of System I of spinach appears to be only l/3 that of System II. 

One cause for this could be a greater rate of non-radiative decay in 

System I. This is fair1y speculativep but for the time being we shall 

assume that it is true. If we assume that a = 2 for System II and 

that a= 6 for System I, .then the maximum potentials for Systems I 

and II are 1.27 eV and 1.34 eV, respectively. Applying (2-22) and 

(2-24)·to find the conditions for maximum powe~ ~torage 9 we find that 

·the optimal fraction of quanta lost for thermodynamic reasons is 

sligh~1y more than 2% foreach system. The optimum potentials at 

the 'trap are 1.17 eV for Sys tern I and 1. 24 eV for Sys tern I I. 

At .thfs poiDt we should ask how critically dependent the amount 

· of free energy stored is on the potenthl . at the trap. The depen

dence of power stored on tile potential is shown in Figure 4-2. for. a 

Pmax~of 1.30 eV. The potential for maximum power storage is 1.20 eV 0 • 

but the potential can range between 1.12 eV ~nd 1~24 eV with the 

amount of pm·Jer stored remaining greaterthan 95~; of this maximum. 

·Over this ~ange in potentialv the quantum yield for loss pro

cesses caused by· thermodynamic reversibility ranges from 0.1% to 10%. · 

Because power storage is so insensitive to this parameter (in the 

current theory at 1 east), and because the ki neti ca 11y determined 
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Figure 4-2. Work stored and quantum yield for loss. processes as a 

function of excited state potential when ~max = 1~30 eV. 

Losses due to a finite transfer rate.are not considered • 

.i 
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losses may differ betv ... een Systems I and II~ vo~e have no assurance that 

0
1055 

.should be the same for Sy::;tems I and II. For this reason~ al

tnough it seems quite pl.ausible~ the assignment of a larqer propor

tion of non-radiative decay to System I remains Quite speculative 

with the information accumulated so far. 

Purple bacter·i a 
VI , I<} 

Unfortunately ·we do not kno.,., the 1·lght intensities used for 

growing the bacteria ~'/hose absorption and f1llorescence spectra v1ere 

discus~ed .in Chapter 3. Even if we didp it is unlikely that the· . . . 

figure would be meaningful' as typical bacterial cultures have a high 

·.optical de':lsity, so that tiH:! trtean intens·ity .incident on a bacterium 

. :.:: ... :'· ~ '. 

is much lm>Jer than the intensity incident on the culture as a whole. 
' ··'· 

t·1ore than 20 years ago, Katz, ~Jassink, and Oorrestein 31 found 

tha~ the rat~ of photosynthesis of·the purpTi b~cterium Chromatium, 

as ·they cultured it~ became half·saturated at 6 to 10 ki1oergs/cm2sec 

of incident sodium lamp radiation when the optical density of the 

bac~.eri a 1 suspension 1..,ras 1 m-v. One k il oerg from such a 1 amr>, repre" 

sents 0.49.nanoeinsteins of 589 nm light. 

. Bacteri a.l photosynthesis. has a sor:1ewhat s .. shaped dependence on 

light intensity, so that the efficiency of photosynthesis drops at 

light intensities much below the·half-saturation point~ For this 

r~~son we shall calculate the pot~ntial developed for 10 kiloergs/ 

cm2sec of sodium radiation.· 

For. the purposes of the present calculation~ ~tte shall use the 

~bsorption and fluorescence spectra of Chromati~m obtained.by Olson 

and st'anton ~:1hi ch ,.~et~e discussed in Chapter 3. The spectra. of the 
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culture. used by Katz et 21.· may have been different because of di ffe-

rent grm~th conditions, but this should not introduce a sedous error 

in the potential calculated. 

The information necessary to evaluate the denominator of (4-1) 

is contained in the calculations for Figure 3-l(b).· Combining a11 of 

the appropriate factors, we find that ~max is 0.90 eV. The potential 

for maximum free energy storage is 0.81 eV and the maximum free energy 

storage per photon is 0.79 eV • 

. b. Redtix Potentials of Light-Generated Biochemicals 

,. , · .In the previous > section; we found that the thermodynamic po- . 

tenti a 1 generated by the tvw sys terns of p 1 ant photosynthesis is about 

L2 eV; vrith the potential of System II being only s1 ight1y higher 

than System I; the thermodynamic potential developed in purple bac-

teria is about o.a ev. 
· When the electronic excitations carrying these potentials are 

converted .into chemical energy~ it is thought--at present at least-

that the most probable immediate chemical consequence is an oxidation-

·reduction ,reaction. It is possible that one might have a confor

mati.ona1 change using at least part of the energy re.1ative1y early in 

the process 9 but an ionization seems to be.the most rarid possible, 

and hence preferable. first $tep. · 

If the pr·imary oxidat,jon and reduction steps are one electron 

processes n then tl1e difference bet.,leen the redox potentials of these 

two half-reactions should be equal to~ or slightly less than 0 the 

thermodynamic potentials just ca 1 culated. One can represent the 

electron transport chair~of bacterial and plant photosynthesis by the 

potential diagrams shown in Figures 4~3 and 4-4. Here the vertical 

;. ·.•· 
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Figure 4-3 •. Suggested electron flow diagram for bacterial photosyn

t~esis. The potential change indicated for the light

driven step P890 to X was determined thermodynamica11y. 
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Fig~re 4-4. Sugge~ted ele~tron flow di~gram for plant photosynthesis. 

The potential changes fQr the light-driven steps were de

termined thermodynamically. The solid line indicates the 

light act of System I and the vertical dashed lines ~ndi-
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arrov1s represent t!le input of free energy in the light-driven reac-. 

iions. while downward arrows indicate spontaneous, or "dark" reac-

tfons~ Points at which this electron transport process is thought to· 

be coupled to energy storing phosphorylation is indicated ltJith the· 

curved.dotted lines. 

Chemicals which hov!~ been identified as participuti.ng tn the 

electron transport pathway an: indicated by their initials~ and 

placed according to their estimated redox potential v.,rhen the organism 

is i11umin.ated: Fd stands for ferredoxin; FP for flavoprotein; PN for 

pyridine nucleotide; Cyt. for cytochrome; PQ for plastoquinone; and 

Pogo and P700 for as yet chemically uncharacterized compounds having 

absorptiori peaks at 890 and 700 nm whtch can be bleached by light~ 

~nd a1s6 reversible bleached chemically with the midpoint potentials 

indicated in parentheses. 1 

Ir:i the case of the bacteria, the available free energy appears 

to be adequately ex pi a i ned by the difference in redox potentia 1 s be-

tvieen the t-Jcil1-characterized c-type cytochron:~, and r390 , and bac

tet·ial ferredoxin. In System I of plants, shown as the so1id verti- · 

·cal arrow of rigure 4-4, the available energy significantly exceeds· 

the potential difference bet\<Jeen spinach ferredoxin, :and cytochrome f 

and P700 • On tile basis of ·the reduction of viologen dyes bY 111umi

nated 'ch1orop1asts, Kok32 has recently proposed the existence of a 

System I chemical having a reduction potential in the vicinity of 

-0•7 eV. The thermodynarrric calculations wou1d tend to support this 

. hypothesis. 

Less is known about System II~ which 'oxidizes water to·mo1ecular 

oxygen in order to generate a reductant. There are experiments trthi ch 
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indicate that the upper-end of System II terminates near p1asto-

quinone. This is reasonable if one assumes that a powerful oxidant 

with a potentia 1 of greater than + LO eV is generated, and some 

·losses are incurred in the oxidation of tr:ater. It is possib1e.0 how

ever9 for System II to move e1ectJ~ons from the .potentiai of .water 

to the potential of ferredoxin with just one photon per electron. 

These alternate nossibilities are shown as the dashed and dotted . . . 

verticais to the right in Fi·gure 4-4. 

J 

- .: ~ 
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Chapter 5 

IRREVERSIBLE THER1,100YNP\f1ICS OF THE BIOCHE1~ICAL P.t\TH\~AYS 

With the exception of the discussion of trapoing rates in Sectinn 

2C, we have thus far neglected the effect of the :biochemical nathways 

on the amoLmt of free energy stored in.nhotosynth~siss and on such 

parameters as the amount of luminescence. The chemic;:al reactions and 

other processes which make up these patir . .,.ays proceed at a finite rate • 

. As a result~ there is a drop in potential across the biochemical 

pathways which decreases the amount of free F!nergy available for 

storage, and tends to increase the amount of luminescence. 

' 

For diffusive processes, such as electrical conduction, heat con-· 
' ' ' . 

duction 9 and molecular diffusiong there is a linear relationship he

tween the thermodynamic potential across the diffusive step end the 

net flux through it; Ohrn°S 1a~v is the. most fami.liar example of this 

linear relationship. I hope to show that 0 as a first approximation, 

this linear relationship is also true for the biochemical pathv1ays 

of photosynthesis. and possibly for many biochemical. pathways. 

First 'if4e vli11 attempt to make .this relationship plausiple by: a 

theoretical treatment of the de?ign of biochemical pathways, and. then 
. ·:·' ' ' 

we ~Jill consider possible .experimental tests. 

a. Ootimal Design for a Biochemical Pathway 

In this theoretical discuss.ion, 1..;e v..dll ~gain re1y.ori. the assump,.. • 

tion thate particularly in fundamental biochemical,processes, an or

ganism is under great evolutionary pressure to rna.ximizc the storage of 

free energy and to minimize unnecessary expenditure of it. 
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Suppose that the chemical reaction A-+ B is one of a chain. of. 

reactions in some biochemical pathway. Our direct concern is the 

energy transformation reactions of photosynthesis~ but the argument 

should have.general application. 

·Suppositions: (1) Th3 needs of the organism requires that the 

net rate of.transformation of i~ into B be K per second. (In the 

energy storage patilv;ays of photosynthesis~ this rate would be set by 

. the incident light int8nsity~) · (2) This reaction is catalyzed by an 

enzyme which .turns over at a rate of t per second; i.e., the total 

·• 
number. of transformations Pi to B~ and B to· A~ is t per second. {3) 

The cost to the ,organism of the enz_yme (in free energy) is proper-.· 

·tiona1 to the number of enzyme molecules~ and is d per enzyme mole-

cule per.s~cond. This cost will include amortizatipn of capital; 

expenses. (i.e. ~ enzyme s.yn thesis) & housing costs (more enzyme 0 more 

· vo1u.me occupied), and any otllet· costs incurre.d due to the presence 

of more, of this enzyme. 

· · Object: r~i ni mi ze the tpta 1 expenditure of free energy when 

transforming A into Bat the required. rate.· This expense is the sum 

of the free. energy drop, llF, driving the reaction t and the cost for 

the enzyme. 

The ratio of the rates for forward and reverse (~, B to A) 
.. ·; ·,·· 

catalysis. is .: 

rate forward/rate back ,. exp(t\F/kT) (5-l) 

·By using this relation~ together with the assumption that the 

gross rete o.f transformations is t per enzyf'le molecule rer second, 

one eas i1y finds thnt the net rate of forward reaction per enzyme 

molecule is 

:·.:: 
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t tanh(6F/2kT).~ (5-2) ' 

Now v1e desire .to find the number of enzyme moleculese n, for 

minimal· total cost. From (5-2) v.:e have the rate equality. 

K ~ n t tanh(~F/2kT) .• ; (5-3) 

The cost pe~ second is 

n d + K6F (5-4) 

' ,. ~ •. . ~ 

··and by substituting (5-3) into (5-4), this becomes 

K { 6F + f coth(6F/2kT) } ~ (5-5) 

\'Jhere f = d/t, the enzyme cost per turnover. 

By setting its differential with respect to h.F equal to zero, we 

fin~ that the cost (5-5) is minimal when 

sinh2(6F/2kT) . = f/2kT • (5-6) ' 

Here we have a relationship between the optimal free energy drop across 

an enzyme catalyzed reactipn, and the cost of building and maintaining. 

the enzyme. This relationship is plotted in Figure 5-1. 

We note that unless one enzyme in a chain of enzymes is much more 

expensive--sayi 100-fold--than the otherl, no one enzyme should be 

~limiting" in the sense that its kinetics dominates the behavior of 

the chain. 

It is instructive to consider a rough c1:1culation off: A typi

cal enzyme turnover rate is 105· per minute; a ·\,vpica1 cell doubling 

time is 100 minutes, .so that enzymes must be re)>.'enished at roughly 

\ 
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Optimal free energy drop, 6F, across an enzymatic . 

reaction as a function of the cost of the enzyme 

per turnover, f. 
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that rate; 33 this means that \'/e can spread our enzyme costs over about 

1 7 . Th 1 1 . ht f · b t ,,05;3,,4 ,·f 0 turnovers. · e mo ecu ar we1g. o an enzyme 1s a ou.~ 

.. we .make the crude guess that the cost of the enzyme is 100 Kcal/mole 
f•' ···,· .... 

. per 100 molecular weight~ then the co~t is 105 Kcal/mole~ or 2 x 105 

kT per molecule. This mukes f equal to 0.02 kT. 

· Hhen f is 0.02 kT, the optimal free energy drop is 0.2 kT. How-

ever~ f may vary by an order of ma9ni tude or more from our estimate; 

this would mean that the optimal ~F m·i9ht be as high as kT for some 

enzymatic reactions. The relation between the net rate of an enzymatic 

reaction and 6F» which is given by (5-2), deviates from linearity by 

less than 10% for AF less than kT. If it is true that most enzymatic 

reactions have a AF of kT or less~ and that any other processes which 

occur in the energy storage proc~ss are linear in behavior, then we 

can anticipate a linear relationship between flux along the energy 

storage path¥Jays, and the potentia 1. drop across the path\'lays. 

If this linearity should hold, then the effect of·the finite 

rates of chemical reactions is fonnally equivalent to that of an 

electrical resistance. Then we may consider the simplified model of 
I 

photosynthesis expressed in Figure 5-2. light incident on an absorbe~· 

generates a photovoltage Va which equals p/q. The cu~rent i generated 

by the light travels through a resistance R 'to charge a storage cell 

with a potential· of Vs (which may or may not be adjustable). The 

pm'ler stored is iV5 , and iR = V5 - Va• 

The ·optimization of power storage in the presence of such a re .. 

sistance is considered in Part B, Section IV. 
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b~ Experimental Tests of Diffusive Behavior 

Light ~aturation curves 

As the light intensity and consequent rate of excitations in an 
·absorber increase~ losses due to 'the resistance become more and more 

significant. At sufficiently high light intensities~ these resistive 

losses increase to the point that further increases in the light in-

tensity can produce little increase in the amount of free energy 

storedD and one describes the system as being saturated. 

The di?pe~dence of pov1er stored on incidel)t light intensity de

pends on two variables: (1) the functional depend~nce of free energy 

drop on net flm'l along tile storage path~tlay~ and (2) the manner in 

which .the free energy of storage is controlled. When the free energy 

drop is directly proportional to the net flow, as in the current .. <· 
situation, this light saturation surve depends very little on \·lhether 

ar. optimal potential V5 is set at e~ch light intensityp or ~tthether a 

single potential is chosen which gives a good efficiency over a range 

of intensities • 

The light saturation curves resulting from either of.these pro-
·.~· : .. 

cedures coincide closely \1ith the empirical formulas which Smith35e 36 .. :. :··· · 

obtained from measurements of oxygen evolution in green plants. The 

fit using the linearD or diffusive; model. is markedly better than the 
/' 

fit obtained when one assumes that one or t1·1o chemical reactions are 

1 i miti ng.· 

Comparison with Smith's data may not be an unambiguous check on 

the va·lidity. of the assurnption of linea.rity betvteen flux and potential~ :·~· 

drop. This same type of curve might also result (I haven't worked it· 

out) from different light intensities present at different photosyn-
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thetic units 0 due to the partial absorption of 1ight by pigments in 

the light path preceeding a given photosynthetic ur:it. One 'da.Y to 

avoid this is to investigate light saturation with monochronatic light 

of a wavelength which is only weakly absorbed" Recently Pickett and 

. Hyers 37 have i nves ti gated monochromatic- H gh t saturation curves for 

another purpose. Preliminary analysis of their curves indicates. that 

saturation curves obtained with weakly absorbed light also fits the 

diffusive mode 1 • 

Luminescence yield curves 

:.:.·.· There is another experimental check on our "resistor" model. The 

presence of an impedance in the radiant energy conversion system causes 

an additional increase in the optimal potential at the absorber with 

increasing light intensity; in turn, this cuuses an increase in the 

yield of luminescence. The shape of the curve of luminescence vs, 

light intensity depends both on the form of the impedance and the 

manner in which the storage potential is set. Some data on lurnines~ 

cence intensity vs. light intensity are available 9 anq they need to 

be compared with the theory. 

c. Qinamic Response 

The linear model which we have been di~tussing can easily be ex

panded to include passive transient response to a change in some po

tentia10 such as that which would be caused by a change in the inci

dent light intensity. In the linear approxima.tionr chemical pool 

size .is forma.11y equivalent to an electrical capacitance" and one may 

desct·ibe the energy storage path\...,ay with the model in Figure 5-3. 
,, 

'-· 
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Figure 5-3. Proposed electrical analogue of photosynthesis, designed 

to include passive transient changes. 
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This model does not provide for active control (e.r,1. 9 the opening 

of new energy storage patlw1ays at high light intensity)p and one pur-

. pose of this line of investigation can be to see whether'the energy 

conversion process is a passive system. 

"Liqht on" .luminescence transients 

Immediately following tr1e onset of illumination~ the absorption 

of light by a photochemical system is almost completely irreversib1e. 

The concentrati_ons of chemical intermediates are at a low level, and 

take some time to reach the steady-state levels at which there is an 
\ 

appreciable back reaction. In terms of our model 0 this means that it 

takes a while for the capacitors to c~arge up~ and until they do, the 

potential at the absorber remains low. 

As a result of this, any luminescence from the photosynthetic 

pigments immediately after the light is turned on must be fluorescence 

due to the finite rate of transfer of excitations from the pigments 
I 

to the energy storage path111ay. TH,is fluoresce~cc yield shou1d be 

independent of incident 1 i ght i ntcns i ty 9 and this has been found ex

perimentally b~ Vredenberg and Duysens 38 in purple bacteria. The 

absolute value of this fluorescence yield would provide the ratio of 

Ktr.an to aKrad~ 

The additional luminescence obtained under steady state condi· 

tions is due to the partial rovors1bi11ty of the ener\)y storage path

\-HJ.Y. The quantum yield of this luminescence as a function. of light 

intensity is the curve needed as a check on the "resistor11 model. 

The transient kinetics can give i'nformati on 'on the suitability of 
', 

the "capacitor" mode 1; 

.. 

~. 

.. 
J~ 
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Delayed liqht emission 

The photosynthetic apparatus of green plants luminesces with 

an intensity \vhich decays roughly according to 1/time over th~ time 

interval of lo-3 to 103 seconds after illumination is turned off. 39 

This decay has been attributed to solid state phenomena, but our 

linear impedance model is adequate to explain this time course of 

decay: a capacitor discharging into a photochemical absorber will 

produce a luminescence \'!hose intensity ~·ti11 decay as 1/t. The re· 

sistances ~ho~m in Figure 5 ... 3 probably fail to dominate the time 

decay behavior because of the small fluxes invdlved. 
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Thermodynamic Limitations on the Conversion of Radiant Energy into Work* 

ROBERT T. Ross 
Department of Chemistry and Lawrettce Radiation Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley, California 

(Received 20 December,~9.65) 

The fraction of radiant energy incident on an absorber which may·appear as work is limited by the radia
.tion entropy, and entropy gained in irreversible transfer from the radiation field to an absorber. Irreversibility 
may result from directionality of the radiation field, and some irreversibility is necessary to cause a net flow 
of energy from a radiation absorber into work or free-energy storage. Impedance in the conversion apparatus 
may further limit the efficiency. Maximization of power storage under these constraints is discussed, and the 
general arguments are then applied to photoelectrical and photochemical systems; in these systems non
resonant decay of the excited state represents a major source of inelliciency, which may be minimized by 
appropriate choices fro the Boltzmann temperature and optical density of the absorber. The relationships 
are developed for narrow-band absorption, and application to broad-band systems is discussed only briefly. 

,-'--~---

It INTRODUCTION 

I N the past few years interest has intensified in 
biological photosynthesis, and in photochemical and 

photoelectrical devices for the conversion of solar energy 
into work. This interest has stimulated several theo
retical considerations1- 3 of the fraction of monochro
matic radiation energy which may appear as work, 
or the thermodynamic work equivalent, which is· the 
Helmholtz free energy, A= E- T S. 

Related derivations have considered the conversion 
of free energy into light,4 ,6 the conversion of heat into 
light,6 and thermodynamic limitations on the perform
ance of a polarizer.7 

The limits derived in this previous work have been 
based on the assumption of a reversible interaction 

. between the radiation field and the absorber. In this 
paper we shall be primarily concerned with limits on 

· the efficiency defined as 

71 =work performed/ energy incident. 

This definition of efficiency based on incident energy 
introduces several limitations beyond those present 
when one considers efficiency only on the basis of net · 
absorbed energy. In theory developed specifically for 
p-n junction phot.ovoltaic cells, Shockley and QueissarS 
have considered a number of the additional effici't;ncy 
limitations treated more generally in this paper. '. 

As shown in Fig. 1, the nppnrntus for converting 
light energy into work may be divided into two pqrts: 
an absorber and an engine. We define an absorber to 
be a set of degrees of freedom which interact directly r 
\vith a radiation field, and which are characterized:by I 
a common temperature regardless of the nature of the ' 
radiation field. Thus, an absorber may constitute the . 
whole of an absorbing material, or it may constitute as 
little as a single degree of freedom. · 

Some of the energy absorbed must be reradiated, · 
some may be leaked to the environment, and some-
hopefully most-of the absorbed energy is passed to an 
engine which converts it into work. 

The engine might be of the conventional piston va
riety, or it might be present more abstractly, as, e.g., 
a pair of thermocouple junctions with wires connecting 
them to 'a locus of electrical work, or even a sequence 
of chemical reactions leading to a stable, energetic 
product. 

The fraction of net absorbed energy which may 
appear as work is restricted by the Carnot. limitation of 
classical thermodynamics: 1- TL/TH, where Tu is the 
temperature of the absorber, and TL is the ambient 
temperature. The Carnot efficiency is frequently de
scribed as a restriction on the engine; this is a con
venient and meaningful terminology for conventional 
engines, but it has at times given the false impression 
that the Carnot factor may be circumvented by using 
apparatus which does not employ macroscopic heat 
reservoirs. Actually, the term ( 1- T d T u) represents 
the fraction of free energy in an energy increment at 
Tn, relative to a standard state at TL: 

t.AL=t:J.E- TL!J.S, 

t.S=t.E/Tu, 

t.A1.= ltv(l- TdTu). 

The Carnot engine formalism is simply a convenient 
manner of representing the entropy associated with net 
absorbed energy. 

The next section of this pttper shows how the inter
action of the radiation field with the absorber limits 
the maxil1lum possible T11 • Section III considers the 

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram for the conversion of mdiant encrgv 
into work. · · 
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irreversibility n-ecessary for net absorption of energy, 
and shows how power storage may be maximized by 
an appropriate choice of Tif. The steady-state effect of 
impedance is treated briefly in Sect. IV. 

In Sect. V we consider some additional features 
present in photochemical and photoelectrical systems, 
and consider the effect of absorber optical density on 
maximum efficiency. 

Section VI outlines extension of the narrow-band 
treatment to the situation of broad-band absorption. 

II. ABSORBER TEMPERATURE 

Material located in the cavity of a blackbody will 
equilibrate at the temperature of this blackbody. Simi
larly, an absorber illuminated by a blackbody will, if 
not cooled by interactions with other surroundings, 
reach the temperature of the blackbody. 

The radiation flux emitted by a blackbody of temper
ature T is9 

I.= ( 2p2 jc2) [ exp (ltv/ k T) -1 ]-1 (1) 

photons per unit solid angle, per uint bandwidth, per 
unit area, per unit time. Convenient units for this 
specific intensity are photons per [steradian· ( second-1) • 

square centimeter· second]. 
This equation may be rearranged to describe the 

temperature of a blackbody in terms of the specific 
intensity of the radiation which it emits: 

T-1 = (k/hv) ln(1+2v2/c2!.). (2) 

Equation (2) will also define the temperature of an 
absorber illuminated solely by a blackbody, and not 
_coupled to any other system. 

Now suppose that a very narrow bandpass filter is ~ 
placed between the blackbody source and the absorber 
so that the frequency and specific intensity are effec~ · 
tively constant across the pass band. If the absorber is 
sensitive (i.e., has nonzero absorptance) only for radi
ation within the band passed by the filter, then it will 
be unaffected by the elimination of other frequencies 
and its temperature will continue to be defined by (2): 

Such a narrow-band, essentially monochromatic, ab
sorber will be unable to distinguish between radiation 
produced by. a blackbody a?d radiation produced by 
any unpolanzed source whtch has the same specific 
intensity at the absorption frequency of the absorber. 
Consequently, Eq. (2) defines the temperature of radi
ation from any source as a function of frequency. 

A monochromatic absorber will be raised to the 
temperature specified by (2) only if the absorber is 
sensitive exclusively to radiation in the direction of the 
source. As seen from the absorber, most high-temper
ature sources are highly directional, so that the absorber 
must be quite directional if it is to attain the temper
ature of the source. 

An absorber may be intrinsically directional, perhaps 
because it consists of an ordered array, or it may be 
made effectively directional through optical magnifi
cation of the source, as with the parabolic mirrors 
used in solar furnaces. But most absorb~rs are not 
highly directional. 

An absorber will average the incident intensities over 
all the directions in which it is sensitive to radiation, 
and the temperature of the absorber will be determined 
from (2) with an average specific intensity. If an 
absorber is spherically symmetric with respect to its 
interaction with a radiation field, then the effective 
intensity is reduced to I.(eff) = fl,.drl/47r. 

For lower absorption symmetries, one must consider 
in detail the steady-state relationship between an ab
sorber and a radiation field of intensity distribution 
I (v,rl). Assume that the absorber has a probability of 
emitting or absorbing light which is dependent on angle 
P(rl), and define the effective raeiation temperature Tn 
as the temperature of an absorber which interacts 
exclusively with the radiation field. 

By requiring equality between the intensity emitted 
and the intensity absorbed, Tn is defined in the integral 
equation 

2
;

2

[exp(:;J-ll
1J P(Q)drl= ji(,,,rz)P(rl)drl. (3) 

If the radiation as seen by the absorber falls in a 
range of solid angle in which the variation of P(rl) 
from P(n0) is small, then the right-hand side of (3) 
simplifies to 

(4) 

As most radiation sources subtend a small solid angle, 
and most absorbers are not sharply directional, ( 4) will 
hold in most cases; it holds exactly for unidirectional 
light and for nondirectional absorbers. 

We may relate the effective intensity of radia.tion 
(relative to a given absorber) to the effective radiation 
temperature by a. modification of (2): 

Tn-1= (k/hv) ln[1+2v2/c2I.(eff)]. (2') 

By solving (3) with (4) for Tn, we find the effective 
radiation intensity to be 

I.(eff) =P(rlo) ji(v,rl)dn / J P(rl)drz.· (5) 

The temperature varies as the logarithm of intensity, 
so only sharply directional absorbers can have· an ef. 
fective radiatioll temperature which is significantly 
greater than that for nondirectional absorbers. 

The radiation temperature is a steeper function of 
intensity at lower frequencies. Consequently, reduction 
of the effective intensity, such as by dilution over solid 
angle, causes the most variation in radiation temper
ature at lower frequencies. Consider an absorber which 
is sensitive over a. range of directions which is D times 
the solid angle subtended by a blackbody source of 
temperature Ts, i.e., D=I.(Ts)/I.(eff). By substi-
tution of (1) into (2') we find that " 

Tn-1= (k/!tv) In ID[exp(ltv/kTs) -1]+ ll. (6) 

For hv/kTs greater than 3, this simplifies to 

Tn-1~(11jhv) lnD+Ts-1• (7) 

. ' 

' ;i.j 
r 
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Figure 2 shows TR as a function of frequency for a 
source temperature of 6000°K and a reduction of in
tensity by 1.05; this corresponds to the effective radiation 
temperature of the sun as seen by a nondirectional 
absorber on Earth/0 uncorrected for atmospheric ab
sorption. 

The appearance of net absorbed energy as work is 
limited by the Carnot factor, 1- TdTu, where T1, is 
the ambient temperature. Figure 3 plots this efficiency 
as a function of wavelength for TL=300°K conversion 
of energy from a narrow-band absorber illuminated by 
a 6000° blackbody source. Curves are shown for an 
absorber which sees the full blackbody intensity, the 
10" reduction of intensity characteristic of unfocused 
solar radiation on Earth, and a 1010 reduction. 

III. RERADIATION LOSSES 

Until now we have ignored a major consequence of 
the fact that an absorber at T,, emits (as resonant 
fluorescence) a photon fiux equal to the flux absorbed: 
Energy may be ~ithdrawn for doing work (or free
energy storage) at only an infinitesimal rate if the 
absorber is to remain at T/,. 

If energy reradiated by the absorber is not con
sidered, and if there are no other energy leaks, then 
the Carnot limit of 1- TdTR can apply. 

When there are losses from the absorber, however, 
then total efficiency is limited by the product of a 
Carnot efficiency, and the fraction of the absorbed 
quanta which are used for work or free-energy storage: 

1J = (1- TL/ TH) (1- lout/l;,J, (8) 

wh~re lin is the input intensity, lout is the loss intensity, 
and T H is the absorber temperature. 

When losses are present, the conditions for optimal 
efficiency may be found by determining the dependence 
of lout on TH, and setting the differential of (8) to zero. 

The efficiency of most practical interest is the ratio 
of power storage to incident-energy flux; in this case 
lin is the incident intensity, and lout includes losses 
from reflection, transmission, absorber emission, and 
any energy leaks from the absorber. We will not con
sider reflection; transmission is considered for photo
chemical systems in Sec. V. 

If the absorber is a leak-free ideal (narrow-band) 
blackbody, so that the only loss is the reradiation, then 

(9) 

where R=hv/kTR and H=hv/kTu. 
For wavelengths ;SlJ.t, the ones in (9) may bene~ 

glected except under conditions of extraordinarily high 
light intensity; we neglect them from now on, so that 
the efficiency becomes 

(10) 

where L=hv/kh. 
The condition on the absorber temperature for opti

mal power storage is that 

Hopt,= R+InX, ( 11) 

: >00''--IN_F_RA_R_E..,.D--'-V~~·-V-IO_L_E_Y,..I -::;:::--~..-.~~ 

~~--~\OL-----~20------3~0------4~0 50 

WAVENUMBER ( 103 cm-1) 

FIG. 2. Maximum temperature for a nondirectional narrow-band 
absorber on Earth illuminated by a 6000°K blackbody sun. 
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FIG. 3. Maximum efficiency from a narrow-band absm ber il
luminated by a 6000° blackbody source, with efficiency calculated 
on the basis of net absorbed light intensity. Curves from top for 
full blackbody intensity; intensity reduced by 105 (solar equiv
alent); reduction by 1010• 

where 
(12a) 

= H·L--R-ln[l-1- L-R-ln(l+L-R- · · ·) ], 

(12b) 

which converges quite rapidly. 
The resulting optimum efficiency is 

rJ=[l-(R+lnX)/L](l-1/X). 1 (13) 
' ·. 

The expression within the brackets is the Carnot term, 
and 1/X represents the fraction of quanta reradiated 
underoptimum conditions. 

As was true of decreased etftcicncy due to reduced 
incident intensity, the losses due to the presence of 
reradiation are largest at the long-wavelength end of 
the spectrum. Figure 4 demonstrates the effect of reradi
ation as a function of wavelength for a narrow band 
absorber illuminated by a 6000° blackbody sun (i.e., 
blackbody intensity reduced bv 105). The difference 
between the highe;t and middl~ curves represents the 
decrease in Carnot efliciency necessary for maximum 
power storage; the gap between the middle and lowest 
curves shows the loss due to actual reradiation. 

If Tu is not maintained at or near the optimaJ value, 
then the efficiency may be markedly lower than the 
maximum set by (13) (see, e.g., Fig. 5). 
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~0~--0~.2~~0~.4--~0~.6~~0.~8--~1~.0---LI.2---JI.4~
WAVELENGTH (fJ-) 

FIG. 4. Effect of reradiation on the efficiency from a narrow-band 
absorber on Earth illuminated by a 6000° blackbody sun. 1··
TL/Tn: maximum Carnot efficiency; 1- T,jT11 : Carnot efficiency 
for maximum power storage; '1: maximum efficiency calculated 
on the basis of incident light intensity. 

IV. INTERNAL IMPEDANCE LOSSES 

Any real transfer of energy from one place to another 
encounters some rbistance, or impedance, to the trans
fer. Similarly, an apparatus, or engine, which transfers 
absorber energy to a locus of free-energy storage must 
have some impedance. Work must be expanded to 
cause a flow through this impedance, and the work 
used reduces the amount of work available for storage. 

vVe can write the power stored as 

P=LlAl.ng, 

where LlA is the thermodynamic potential at the locus 
of free~energy storage ar..d Ieng is the flux through the 
engine into storage: Ieng=l;n- lout, assuming no leakage 
of flux other than that which can be attributed to the 
absorber. 

The potential of storage is equal to the potential at 
the absorber, less the potential drop through the engine: 

LlA =lzv(l- T£/T,{) _:W, (14) 

where W represents the average work required to move 
the energetic products of one photon through the engine, 

By combining these equations we find that as a 
result of this potential drop, the efficiency for the 
conversion of radiation energy into work becomes 

'T'J=(t- l~ut)(t- TL _ W). (l5) 
I.n Tn hv 

W will be a function of the energv flow from the 
absorber into the engine. The form of this function will 
depend ~n the system ·.vhich it describes, but it cannot 
be negative. If the function has continuous derivatives 
then it may be expanded in a Maclaurin series: ' · 

W =wo+wllcng+wz(Icng) 2+ • • •. (16) 

If Wo is zero, then W equals w1Ieng in the limit of 
small flux. This linear relationship between flux and 
thermodynamic potential difference holds with good 
accuracy for many transfer processes which operate at 
the molecular level; a familiar example is Ohm's law 
for electrical conduction. Diffusion and heat conduction 
are also typically linear .11 

i-

The notable exception to linearity occurs in chemical ' 
·reactions, which are sure to be linear only for W«kT. 
If a chemical reaction may be considered as a sum of 
several elementary reactions, then the condition for 
linearity is relaxed to require only that the fre-energy 
change across each of the partial reactions be small 
with respect to thermal energies12 ; this may be the 
case in biological systems. 

In linear systems Eq. (15) becomes 

'fl= (1-H/ L) (1-eR-H) --j(1-eR-H)2, (17) 

where j=l;nw!/hv. H may be adjusted for maximum 
power storage. 

The dependence of power stored on light intensity 
under optimal conditions is shown in Fig. 6. The curve 
with impedance is for j = 10 at intensity fo. At in
tensities where f is very small, the effect of the re
sistance is negligible. For large f (e.g., high light in
tensities) the impedance places a ceiling on the power 
stored of 

P= (hv/4wl) (1- TL/TR) 2, 

which is shown as a dotted line on the figure. 
The parameters used for this figure are equivalent to ' 

300°K conversion of l,u radiation which at 10 has the 
effective intensity of an unfocused 6000° blackbody 
Sun on Earth. The assumption of a relatively long 
wavelength serves to accentuate the slopes of the as
symptotic curves, but the shape of the power curve is 
not strongly dependent on the parameters used. 

V. PHOTOCHEMICAL SYSTEMS 

We define an energy-conversion system to be photo
chemical if the absorber consists of a restricted number 
of degrees of freedom within the spatial bounds of the 
absorbing material. Any radiation conversion system 
which does not employ heat reservoirs in the usual 
macroscopic sense fits this definition, so that photo
electrical devices, as well as conventional photochemi
cals, are considered to be photochemical. 

The temperature of the absorber Tn is represented 
by the relative populations of the ground and' excited ; 
states resonant with the radiation. ~ 
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FIG. 6. Maximum stored power as a function of incident-light 
intensity. Upper curve: no impedance; lower curve: f= 10 at / 0• 

Parameters are discussed in Sect. IV. 
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A characteristic feature of photochemical systems is I 

the transfer of energy from the degree(s) of freedom 
resonant with the radiation to a degree of freedom 
which does not interact significantly with radiation 
and otherwise equilibrates with the surroundings only 
slowly. This transfer may be partially or wholly by 
processes such as ionization, molecular rearrangement, 
chemical reaction, intersystem crossing to another spin 
state, or migration of the excitation to a physically 
distinct "trap" species. 

The total transfer process may frequently be de
scribed as involving several such steps, each of which 
has a progressively slower interaction with the sur
roundings: e.g., vibrational relaxation, intersystem 
crossing to a triplet state, then chemical reaction. 

The final locus of free-energy storage is usually in 
readable chemicals: Energy stored from a photovoltaic 
cell is likely to be in a battery of electrochemical cells; 
photosynthesis leads indirectly to firewood. This storage 
may be viewed as a metastable excitation of the degree 
of freedom repres~nted by a chemical reaction coordi
nate. 

By definition, energy transfer to nonuseful degrees of 
freedom (e.g., vibrational) represents a heat leak which 
is unique to photochemical systems. This transfer may 
be completely nonradiative, or it may involve a combi
nation of radiative and nonradiative processes. The rate 
of these losses is usually directly proportional to the 
excited-state population, and thus a constant proportion 
of the radiative loss at the absorption frequency (the 
resonant fluorescence). The total rate of nonresonant 
foss' may thus,· be represented as an absorber relaxation 
_coefficient~ times the rate of resonant fluorescence. 

If lout in (8) is multiplied by (~+ 1), this is mathe
matically equivalent to reduction of the input intensitv 
by the same factor. Consequently, the effect of absorb;r 
relaxation on optimal Til and efficiency is precisely 
that of an external reduction in the effective radiation 
intensity. Equations (6) and (i) hold with (~+1) 
multiplying D, and Fig. 3 demonstrates the effect of 
absorber relaxation on efficiencv as a function of wave
length. The efficiency contin~es to be specified by 
(10) and (13), providing that 

(18) 

is substituted f~r R in ( 10) through ( 13) . The fraction 
1/X, representing loss from the absorber now includes 
losses from nonresonant decav. 

This nonresonant absorber. relaxation is caused by a 
coupling between the absorbing degrees of freedom and 
their surroundings. If a constant temperature is main
tained throughout the absorber-which is required by 
our definition of a single absorber-then the rate of 
absorber heat leak due to nonresonant relaxation in
creases when more absorbing sites (degrees of freedom) 
are added to an absorber. 

This introduces a question as to the optimum number 
of absorbing sites for maximum power storage. If the 
number of sites is quite large, then virtually all incident 
radiation may be absorbed, but the nonresonant losses 

_____ will be relatively_high. If the number of sites is small, 1 

then nonresonant losses are small, but a significant 
fraction of the incident radiation will pass through the 
absorber. When the number of absorbing sites, or
equivalently-the optical density, is controllable, then 
(8) may be optimized with respect to this variable also. 

Consider unidirectional irradiation normal to a planar 
absorber which is made up of an ensemble of absorption 
sites, each of which has a site relaxation coefficient 
defined analogously to~- If different sites have different 
relaxation coefficients, then the accuracy of our treat
ment requires that the mean site relaxation coefficient 
a be essentially constant when averaged over the mean 
free path of a photon having the absorption frequency . 

The fraction of light passing completely through the 
absorber is e-s, where Sis the thickness of the absorber 
in units of the photon mean-free path. 

The fraction of incident intensity 11n lost due to 
resonant radiative decay is H1-t) exp(R·-H), where ' 
R is defined for a spherical absorber, and In! corrects 
this to the flat-plate value. The mean transparency ' 
averaged over solid angle t is the order of e-s / S for 
large S; this correction is so small that we neglect it. 

Assuming that any directionality in the absorption ' 
of individual sites is eliminated by averaging, the frac
tion of lin lost bv nonresonant absorber relaxation is 
aS exp(R-H). • 

Substituting these expressions into (8), we find that 

'IJ=(1-H/L)[1-e-8 -(aS+!) exp(R-H)]. (19) 

Differentiating with respect to S, we find that for 
maximum efficiency · 

Sopt=H-R-lna. (20) 

Substituting this into (19), the efficiency becomes 

?i= (1-H/ L) [1- (aSopt+a+!) exp(R-H)]. (21) 

By comparison with (l.O) and ( 18), we note that this 
expression is that of an absorber with 

(22) 

Accordingly, from (11), (18), and (22) we have that 

Hopt=R+ln(aSopt+a+!)+lnX. (23) 

By combining (20) and (23), and recalling (12a), 
one obtains a convenient set of. coupled equations for 
maximum power storage: 

H=R+S+lna, (24a) 

X=1+L-H, (24b) 

S=lnX+ln[1+S+(l/2a)]. (24c) 

If a, R, and L are known, then H, X, and S for maxi
mum efficiency may be determined accurately by a 
few cyclic iterations of (24). 

Maintaining Tu at the optimum in photoche~kal 
systems corresponds to keeping the relative populatibn 
of the excited state(s) at a proper value. Raising the 
population above this level results in increased losses 
from absorber relaxation. If the population of the 
excited state is below the optimum value, then the 
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~ 0 o I,<~---;;01,;.2----;;0S..4----;;0';:-.6--~0.8 1.0 

FrG. 5. Dependence of efficiency on the thermodynamic potential 
at the locus of free-energy storage.· Upper curve: no impedance; 
!_ower curve: f = 0.3: Parameters are discussed in Sect. V. 

free-energy gain in the energy-storage process is less 
than optimal. . . 

As we see in (14), T8 is controlled by the sum of 
the thermodynami.~ potential at the locus of free-energy 
storage and the potential drop across any impedance. 
The storage potential is usually the independent vari-

. able; Fig. S plots the efficiency as a function of this ~A 
for no impedance and also for a linear impedance with 
j=0.3. The curves shown ar.e for parameters equivalent 
to 300°K conversion of 1-t~· radiation from a 6000° 
source with dilution by lOS. For radiation of higher 
intensity and/or shorter wavelength, the imJ?edance 
free curve \yould peak even more closely to the right 
edge. 
- For photovoltaic devices Fig. 5 represents power 

'delivered as a function of load voltage, without and ' 
: with an internal resistance. 

During the course of a typical photochemical re
action, the thermodynamic activities of the reactants 
will. vary, altering the free energy of reaction. Usually 
the reaction starts at equilibrium and progresses to a 
photostationary state by depleting the supply of re
actants and increasing the concentration of products. 
This is equivalent to moving along Fig. S from the left 
to the right edge. The mapping of time onto the hori
zontal axis of the figure will depend on the reaction 
considered. A significant free energy of reaction builds 
up rather readily, so that motion away from the left 
edge will be relatively rapid. The rate of approach to 
the right-hand edge will be slow, and asymptotic to 
aero, as the quantum yield goes to zero. 

The inefficiencies we have discussed do not include 
any effects due to a finite rate of transfer from an 
excited state, from which losses occur, to more stable 
species further along the storage pathway. Attainment 
of good efficiency requires that the gross forward rate 
of any transfer· step be very much faster than the rate 
of energy leakage from the state preceding the step. 
The intrinsic quantum yield for a transfer is kt/ (kt+kl), 
where k1 is the forward transfer rate, and k1 is the loss 
rate. This effect is independent of the thermodynamic 
losses discussed, and is quite significant in many photo
chemical and photoelectrical systemsP 

VI. BROAD-BAND ABSORPTION 

Fe•N radiant-energy sources are anywhere near being 
monochromatic, making it necessary for practical 
energy converters to utilize radiation in a broad-band 
of frequencies. 

The monochromatic efficiency limitations may be 
applied to a broad-band of frequencies by averaging 
71 (v), weighted by the frequency distribution of incident 
energy. To attain this efficiency for an arbitrary distri
bution of intensity over frequency, it appears that a 
conversion system would have to be composed of a 
large number of subsystems, each of which was designed 
to optimize the conversion of a narrow band of fre
quencies. This is technically difficult, and any real 
conversion apparatus has no more than a few such 
subsystems. Understanding this substructure of a 
broad-band absorber may permit the setting of a limit 
on the efficiency which is significantly below the band
averaged monochromatic limit. 

If the absorber for all frequencies is a conventional 
heat bath, in which all degrees of freedom are in 
thermal equilibrium, then the knowledge that T H is 
independent of frequency permits a straightforward 
evaluation of the efficiency attainable with a specified 
radiation field and absorber. Such calculations have 
been used extensively in determining the thermal utili
zation of solar energy.U 

If the absorber is not a heat bath, so that--by our 
definition-the system is photochemical, then the 
thermodynamic potential of the absorber is usually 
independent of frequency; knowledge of this permits 
easy evaluation of efficiencies for broad-band photo
chemical sysi:ems.13 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

There are several sources of inefficiency in the trans
formation of light into work which may be considered in 
thermodvnamic terms: (1) directional radiation inci-., : 
dent on-a nondirectional absorber; (2) irreversibility 
necessary to get a directional flow of energy into work 
or free-energy storage; (3) internal resistance losses; _._, 
and (4) energy leaks from the absorber. 

Efficiency, as defined by the amount of power stored, 
is most significantly affected by control of the thermo
dynamic potential at the locus of free-energy storage; 
indirectly, this means control of the absorber temper
ature. The latitude in this control for good efficiency in .• 
a photochemical system is indicated in Fig. S. , 

As shown in Fig. 3, absorber directionality and ab
sorber relaxation rate must change by at le<tst an order 
of magnitude to significantly affect the thermodynam
ically limited maximum efficiency. The loss t;J;ue to 
absorber relaxation in a given chemical system may be 
minimized by an appropriate choice of optical d~hsity 
for the absorber. 

Internal resistance losses may be reduced by remov
ing some of the resistance, but the significance of such 
a reduction depends on the degree of saturation (see 
Fig. 6). 
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· An understanding of these sources of inefficiency may 
be useful in the design of radiation converters, such as 
in efforts to devise a simple photochemical system for 
the effective capture of solar energy. 

The process may also be reversed: Information can 
be obtained about a radiation conversion system by 
studying its efficiency, or parameters such as chemical 
potential or fluorescence yield, as a function of the 
variables considered in this paper. Biological photo
synthesis is the system which originally motivated this 
work, and we hope that an understanding of the thermo
dynamics of radiation conversion may be particularly 
useful in this area. 
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A~ ·Application~ of EPR in the Investigation of Biolo~ical Metals 

Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Th~ purpose of this par~ of the thesis is to ~~nsid~r-the uses to 

\'Jhic·h el:ctron param§gnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy can b.e p~t i~ 

~lucidating .the structure and function of biologically oc.curring t~ansi~ 

tion metal complexes; Such use might be the direct investigation of a 

biologica·l •material; or the technique might be used to investigate model 

complexeso 

There are several obvious requi n;ments for the magnetic resonance of 

a metal complex to have biological interest: 

1. Fi~~t~ the metal ion must be of. biological interest. In o~~~r 
·.' 

'iwrds~ it must occur in biological processes, or the study of a given 

metal ion must give information about a metal ion which does occur in 

biological pro~esies. 

2. The ligands bound to the metal ion must be of bioJogical inter

esto They must occur in.biological systems~ or they must be sufficieQt:-. 

ly analogous io biologic~lly occurrin~ ligands that study of.the result-

ing complex can give useful information about a biologically occurring 

complexo 

3e ~~e must have a reasonable expectation that the oxidation state 

studied occtirs in biological systemso 

4. The complex must be observable with EPR. 
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5~ Physical informution should be obtainable from the spectra-

. scopy~ and, hopefully, some biological information vti11 be obtainable 

from the physical information. 

NO\IJ 1 et us consider these requi rcments in somevJhat greater detail: 

Metal ions of biolOQical interest 1 -~ 

The first rov1 transition elernentst vanadiume manganese~ ironD co-

balt~ copper and zinc~ and the setond row elernent 5 molybdenum, are of 

direct interest because they are ;:known to be required for biochemical 

ree~ctions in living systems. Nickel is known to catalyze certain bio-

ch<?iTiica1 reacti.ons in vitro~ and it se~rns reasonable that a biological 

role for itp· and for chromium, may be found in the future • 
. ' 

t·1anganese( II) and coba1t(II) are of addi tiona1 interest because 

they can substitute for other meta 1 ions in a number of meta 1 ion

activated enzyciati~ reactions. For instance, a study of the cobalt(II) 

complex of carbonic anhydrase has yielded significant information about 

the role of zinc in the r~acti::>n catalyzed by this enzyme. 

l . d f b. 1 . 1 . t'. t 4- 7 
1gan s c) . 10 ,OQl,c.a 1n ·ercs. 

One needs to have a liberal point of vi~w about thisebecause we do 

not know the full range ·Of biologically occurring ligands. We can.ex-

pect biologically occurring lignnd bonds with water; with the inorganic 
. ' . ~ . . 

anions v1hich are stable in ~>tater, such as .chlor·ide, su1fate, and phos-

phate; and with practically any organic functional gro~p which contains 

a .sterical1y accessible oxygen 9 nitrogen, or sulfur atoru. Bonds ilre 
'',··I'' 

particu1ar1y·common with su1fhyclry1,.carl,oxylate, enolate, ammine, and 

' ring riitrog~n groups. 

Bioiogical metal ion::; also bond to other types of groups. The 

iron of hemog1obin binds to molecular oxygen (and to carbon monoxide, 

.. 
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unfortunately)~ and the co~alt of vitamin s12 has a direct bond tc a 

carbon atom. 

Stable oxidation states 8 - ~....-

Much of biology takes p1ace in an aqueous environment, r1here the 

possible oxidation of ~'I.Jter to oxygen and the possible reduction of 

hydronium ions to hydrogen pLica th_e upper and lm-1er limits on the oxi

. dizing strength of the ions })resent. Of the transition elements knm·m 
- ' 

to he required by a biological system, the following oxidation states 

are itable in water: V{III)~ V{IV). V(V), Mn(II)~ Fe{II), Fc(III), 

Co(II}e Cu(I)!J Cu(II)~ Zn(II) and f,io{III) through (VI). In addition 

to those. anumber of complexes of Nn(lii} and Co{III) a·re stable in 

aqueous solution. Cobalt( III). occurs b·Ic1ogica11y in the vitamin s12 

compounds, and manganese is also thought to occur biologically, in the 
. I -

trivalent state. 

In addition to the oxidation states just mentioneds it is possible 

that others occur biologically which are stabilized by covalent coordin· 
. . . 

ation:~ or that are stable in some non--aqueous region. One possibility 

is rln(IV). O~e should keep in mind, holicvert that the assignment of 

an oxidation state to the metal ion requires a ded~ion. as to ~~here. ~ 

the electron orbital is; for instance& should one ca11 a complex 
2+ 4+ .. ) Co L2 or Co (L 2? . 

Q!?..~Ett:YeJ?i li.t:t .. b.t.P3.9.'le.ti.s.x.esonance. 

I assume that the reader has a reasonabl~E' fami1iurity ~Jith EPR. 

For theu.ilinit·iated chemist or biochemist, the recent book by Bersohn 
' c 

and Baiqi, !YJ. Introduction!£. Electron Paramagneti_s_R~sonance/ provides 
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a readable .introduction with a minimum of specialized jargon~ At a 

someHhat more advanced\; 1 eve i are a monograph by Pake 10 and a review 
. .• 11 

article by Jarrett. Before tackling these, the chemist with only a 

·1 i ttle background in quantum mechanics si1ou1 d vwrk through the· ·<; ··.~ .. 

·superbly w;itten book by Sch1ictero12 Much of the discussion below 

is contained in the revie~1s by B1eaney and Stevens 13 and Lm'1. 14 . 

The fund~menta1 requirement .for EPR is the presence of electrons 

. whose paramagnetic.moment can reorient with the absorption of electro

magrte~ic r~~iation~ This requires, t~rst of all. that the metal ion be 

paramagnetic and, secondly; that it have at 1 east one pair of energy 

lave 1 S WhiCh are nO further apart than the energy Of the mi Cr0<4aVe 

quanta used i~ the EPR spectrometer. 
' . -' 

.,The requir-=ment of paramagnetism prohibitsthe observation of 

ions with a full d shell, SUGh as Cu(I) and Zn(Ir)·~ and .ions with- an 
. . 

empty d sht~ll, such asV(V) and f17o(VI) •. It alsp prevents observation 
; . ' 

of t~e low spin (spin paired) form of those iuns which have an even 

number of e1ectrons; for instance~ Co{III) and No(IV) are usually dia-

magnetic and hence not ~bservable. i~ost transition metals fonn poly- ; 

nuclear complexes,. i.n which the rnetal-rnetal interactions may cause the 

complex to be diamagnetic. 

What of the requirement of a pair of closely spaced energy levels? 

A fundamental theorem due to Kramers states that any S.}1:em with an odd 

number of electrons will ahnlys have at least one pair of energy levels 

which. remain degenerate in any arbitrary electrostatic field; this de-
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gene racy results from the time-revers a 1 symmetry properties of these 

sys terns .... A 1 aboratory magnetic fie 1 d may be used to split these 

energy levels and EPR may be performed bet•,;een the halves of this . . . 

Kramers doublet. Thus e \'IC can anti :::ipate that paramagnetic resonance 

observations will usually be possible on transitio~ metal ions which 

have an odd number of d electrons. 

A contrasting theorem proved by Jahn and .Teller states that any 

system in a static environment v1hich possesses a degen:racy not requir

ed by group theoretic reasons (i.e., a Kram<?rs degeneracy) will achieve 
' . 

a lower energy if it disto1·ts~ removing· the degeneracy .• This means that 

. transitio~ mt:tal ions with an even number of d ·electrons may not have 

any energy levels beti>teen vJhi ch conventiona 1. EPR may be performed. 
I 

Tha theorem does·not ~redict the magnitude of the splitting~, and 

the sp1ittings between the energy levels ma)' range from an unobser-

vably small value upwards ··~o several hundred vlavenumbers. If the 
. . 

energy splittings developed by the distortion are all greater than 
. . ·, . · .. · ' ' 

one \\1avenumber 0 then EPR cannot be performed with the usual commercial 

spectromet~rs, which use microwave radi uti on of \'llavel engths 3 em and 

8 ~'~115 . Uti• I) 

· In addition to the question of whether or·ndt an appropriate 

pair of energy levels existse these even electron systems are much 

more .susceptible t~. eleCtron relaxation processes, ~>Jhich may a1so 

render observation of a signal difficult or impossible, particularly 

at room temperature. l~e discuss this more fuily in ·the next chapter. 
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Information available from magnetic reson.ant::e 

The uses ·Of rr.agnctic resonance are 0ssential1y the. same as those 

of any other kind of spectroscopy •. One of the primary advantages of 

.spectroscopy as a research too1 0 particularly in biology, is the rela~ 

tively small disturbance it creates in the system investigated. Ideally~ 

this is particularly true of EPR~ v:ith its low energy quanta and poten

tially high sensitivity~ 

The biological use~ are as follows: 

1. One ~ay study a biological system, or an. extract therefrom, 

in order to determine the presence~ or kineticst of a complex (or fam-
, 'I ·. 

i1y of complexes) v.rhich has a knm·m pattern of spectroscopic· paralileters. 

This is the easiest. direct application of spectroscopy~ and the most of-

ten used so far in the EPR of biological sys~ems • 

. 2. One can study a structurally characterized biologically 
·, . 

occurring compound in order to understand its.architecture and bio-

chemical function in terms of its electl~onic ·/;structure. On occasion 

it may be easier to study simpler analogs of the biologically occurring 

compound •. 

3. 
I I t 

One may study a structurally unchata.cterized~ biologically 

occurring compound to help determine its architecture. 

4. As a prerequisite to effective app1 ~ catbn· of the technique to 

bio1ogial~~ystems, one l!1ust study r·elatively simple model compounds 

in order.to improve one 1s understanding of'the r~lationships between 
' '·... \ . ' ' ' ' . . . . . 

, the spectroscopic parameters and electr·onic. structure and molecular 

archi tecturea ... 

The relationships between the electronic structure and EPf(spec-
.; 

troscopic'parameters ~\lere first derived by Abragam and Pryce, 16 and 

have been reviewed in a number of artic1es an~ books.1°-13 •17 ol8 

. ._, 
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Chapter 2 

Line ~~dth is frequently a;problem in the use of ~P~ to investi-

gate .. transitionmeta1 ion~ •. Rapid·thermal equili.bration·b.etv:een the 

electron spin energy ·tevels and the bulk environment,. called spin-

lattice rel.axation~ causes the absorption peak to b~ broadened accord ... 

ing to the. Hctscnb.erg· uncertainty .. :relation. · As. the· re1axatipn rate 
. "' .,· 

approaches the frequency of observation (1 010 cps) .g. the absorpt:i on 
. . .• . \· . . ; . . . '. . ·' 

becomes. unobservable. 
. : .. • 

~ven ~'li·th slower relaxation times, the broadening of ,individual 

1iries may._cause ·adjacent lines to overlapt smearing the spectrum and 
·.· . ' . ' . . 

.· 
·resuH·ing in a decreased availability of information and less sensi-. 

·:tivity •. · 
. -; . 

. ·'considering only .an .indfvidual line, the: height of an: ~bsorption 
. ... "'· 

. ' 
.peak isde'c~~ased'in proporti~m to tile ~~idth of the absorption line.-.·. . . ' . .. ' . ·. . 

1 \ 

,and hen~e .in proportion to the rate of' re1 axati on. As -EPR spectro-

meters detect the derivative of the absorption spectrum~ scns iti vity 

drops as_ the square of the relaxation rate (at constant modulation· 

intens.ity). · ' 

Ther<a are a rrumber of vvays in which relaxat·ion c~n oc·cur betvll'!Cn 

.'two paramaonetic ·energy'1eve1s/but they·~re all 'var1an'ts on tH.e same 
'' ) ,;'' ' '. 

theme: The ~me.r:gy spacin·g between the levels is a fui1ction -.of some· 
<.; . :": 

paralileter~ x. · If x is then varied '.'li.th a frequency near the,frequency 
,,-

. ': 

': ~ . . 
.•,· 

. : ~ ' 
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corresponding-to the energy gap betv1een the levels» then this rJill in

duce transitions bet\'leen- the states in the :.>umc manner as an external 

microwave field of the same freq~ency. · 
' . 

The energy spacingdepends on the spectroscopic parameters g~ A 

and D -:-- respectively, tile spectroscopic splitting factor in a ma9- :· 
. ' .. ' . ' 

netic fields the e~ergy of the electron-nuclear coupling,: and the 

.energy bel sp1it,ting in the absence of a magnetic field. These para-· 

meters may d~pend upon.the orientation of the complex with respect to 

the laboratory magnet)~.:~ and on parameter;; of the electronic structure 

such as the degree of ~lectron delocalizationw and the electrostatic 
' 

.f·ield at the metal atom due to the. ligands. 

Thermal fluctuations. of things such as metu.1 atom-li:~ilnd distance; 

.. o~ ~rientati~n of the complex~ cause fluctuations of the Spectroscopic 
. . . ' .. . 

parameters whichp in turn, cause a variation.in the energy gap. The 

. Fourier component of these fluctuations in the vicinity of the reson

ant frequency c.auses transitions bet,;Ieen _the states •. 

The' extent tq whi~h these the~mal fluctuations induce transitions 

d~pends bn the .degre~ to 1·1hich the spectroscopic parameters dep~nd upon 

the physical parameters v1hich are fluctuat.ing thermally. For instance, 

.if the g value is very strongly dependent on the. orientation of the 

complex~ then rotation of'the complex due to Brownian motion.wi11 be 

an effective relaxation mechanism. Jf, on 'the other ~and, the g value 

is isotrcpic 0 this 1t.'Oultl not be an effective relaxation mechanism. 
' . 

~\nether i:nportant relaxation mechanism is due to fluctuations in 

g value cause?ll in the crystal field approximation, by f1uctuations·fn 

the ligand-induced electrostatic field at the metal ion. Ch;;mges in 

. I 

·' 

.. 
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this field cause changes in the electronic energy levels of the metal 

atom. The g value ob~erved depends on spin-or0tt coupling between the 

ground elect14 onic state and the excited e1ectl''oni c states t so that 

changes ·j n ~the energy. gaps between the ·states, particularly when it 

is small$ can significantly affect the g value and effectively relax 

the spin. 

The sp1ittings .in spin energy 'levels in t!1e absence of a magnetic 

field~ the ZP..;o field sp1ittings& depend· on thE: spin-orbit coupling 

between statf~S in a simi 1 ar fashion~ except th<Jt here the spectroscopic· 

parameter i~ very dependent on the symmetry of the ligand fie1d •. This 

.has bJO effects:. The first ·ts that the presence of a strong static 

. asymmetry may split the energy levels so far apart that EPR microwave 
·, .. 

, quanta cannot. bridge the. gap bctv.reen th~m. · ( i\s we observed earlier 11 

. odd electron systems must have at least one pair of spin levels v1hich 

are not split by a crystal field.) The second implicaton·is that 

thermal fluctuat1ons vihich lovier the symmeti'y·.of the ligand field~ or 

· appreciably. increase any asymmetric components, will ·pro vi de an effec-

ti.ve relaxation mechanism \'\fh'ich at room temperature i'lill almost always 

result in these tl~ansitions not being observable by EPi~. 

b.. .Effects of Samol C-! Condition 

Cool ina the sample 

... · The operation of biology in solut~on, and at vJhat solid state· 

physicists. ~bnsid6r high temperature, ~ccentuates these relaxation prob

.. lems, Bec<l.iJSe the l"e1axat~ion· mecilanisrns depend on thermal fluctuations9 

the rate of relaxation v-ti1l decrease with .lm·Jered temperature. Lm~er .. 

' \ 
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ing the temperature also results ih an increased population difference 

betr-1een spin leve1S~· increasing signal Strength. 
' . 

As a resu1t~ the observability of EPR signals of transition nr.?tals 

isusual1y significantly enhanced by cooling the sample. 
' . . 

This is as 

true of metal ions in bio1ogica1 systems as P.1se~'ihere, so that moiAe and 

more biological metal ion EPR is being done at liquid nitrogen tempera-

tures, or e1ven at liquid· helium temperatures.·· 

In addition to reducing relaxation rates, and thus sharpening ind1-
. ' ' . . 

vidual absorption lines, the cooli.ng of a' sa~pb has q number of other 

advantages~. ,Of course, there are a number of disadvantagi:!S a1so. 

One advantage 0 which has been exploited for the investigati6n of · 

·enzyme kinetics~ is the possibility of stopping a chm7lical reaction at 

any desired time by suddenly cooling the reaction mixture to much lower 
' 20-22 . : . . . 

. . temperatures. The ccnc:mt1~at1on of paramagnetic species present 

may 'then be detcrmi ned at lei sure by taking an EPR spectrum of tl1e 

frozen reaction mixture. 
dis 

There are a couple of/advantages to this method. hm~ever. One is· 

. that afresh sample may be required for each point in time that a spec

trum is taken 9 and the whole protedure is rather.·tedius. 

· More important than this is the.pos~ibility that coolfng the sample' 

alters the physical-chemical situation in such a v1ay tha~rone's;Htter

pretati on of the 1 ov1 temperature. spectrum does not accw~ate 1y predict 

the situation at room temperature. 
• . 23 

~; i1.;: \~e faw1d one such change during our rese1:1rch: When an uqueous 

solution is fr~zen 11 microcrystd15 of pure"iice· fon:n,concentrating the 

solute species in f·a:,.:.uso1ution 11 phase. If the solution contains 

.... 
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para~~gnetic ions, then this concentration process forces.the i~ns 

closer together. lf they become so close together that their dipole 

moments interact si~~nificantly, then the resulting EPR specttum \'Jill 

be broadened with a loss in sensitivity and infonnation. 

To prevent dipolar broadeninq due to concentration of the para

magnetic species, the "solution" phase containing these ions must be 

large enough that the volume concentration.of the metal ions is no more 

than 1 part per thousand. As the amount of water in the phase will be 

little more than that required to hydrate the ions ·and hydrogen-bonding 

species pr~sent, the total solute concentration must be at least 200 to 

500 times the parar.wgneti c concentration. These amounts of diamagnetic 

· solut'es are usually present in biological systems, but s~rious errors 

have been made in mode1 systems by ignoring the tendency of "'ater·to 

freeze pure. One is frequent1.Y .fooled by a "glassy11 appearance 0 and no· 

6bservab1e dependence of-the EPR-spectrum on the rate of cooling. 

Our observations on this subject are presented in Part II.B. of 

this. thesis. 
. 24-26 . Glass spectra .• ·. •'. '. 

If one is looking at a small ion in a solution~ and this ~olution 

is than frozen, there is .one other ir.1portant feature which is different 

bebieen the ion in solution and the ion held ·in a frozen matrix. ·Recall 

that .the E.PR spectrum of an ion may depend up9,n the orientation of the 
: ,·; 

.. ion 'flith respect ,to the laboratory magnet. Small· ions in solution will • 

tumble so rapidly that this anisotropy is ave~aged out, <lnd one sees a 
homogeneous spectrum in \1/hich the angulS)r dependence has been removed. 

If the solution containing these fons.-is then frozen. the ions 

cannot tumble rapidly, and cannot change their orientation with respect 

: .... 
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to the magnet; different individual ions will be oriented differently 

\·lith respect to the magnetic field. v!e nov1 have an inhomogeneous 

system in which the ions orienteJ in one particular way will have one 

absorption spectrum, and the ions oriented some other way will have a 

different spectrum. The spectrum which one \~i 11 observe is th~ <WPri:l~~ 

of thA ~n0~tra for all orientations • •.. ,,. 

some1t1hat ·$mea.ry spectrum~ and at first it ':!aS felt that these. 11 :]1ll~s~' 

Sflectra would not contain the amount of i!lfor~aticn available frcm 

spectra taken of solutions. Quite the opposite has proven true; fixing 

the orientation of the complexes by coo1ing has mada it possible to 
.. 

. ·. find the dependence of the spectroscopic parmneters on angle, instead 

of just the average value. The use of di~ital computers has made it 

possible to compute what a. glass ~pectrw:1 ~':'ith give!'l !Jarameters 1coks 

like, 27 and this theoretical spectrum can then be cor.~pared with the 

experimental spectrum.- The parameters. used in calculating the computer 

spectrum can then be varied until the ca 1 cul a ted spectrum fits the. ob-. 
serv~d spectrum. This method has been so successful that Nieman and 

Ki velson25 were ,moved to observe that the glass· spectra compared 

favorably in the amount of information obtainable \t;ith spectra taken 

of single crystals • 

. Sing1e crystals 13 ~ 1 ~·1 

Spectroscopy ori a single crystal is the ideal ~ituation; onecan 

.... 

place the crystal in different orientations with respect to the 1abora- ,· 

tory magnetic field and determine the angular dependence of Spectroscopic 

parameters lfli th good accuracy. . If the crys ta 1. structure is l<no\'m, then 

this variation with angle can be related to specific metal-ligand bonds. 
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The chief dra~vback of the single crystal method is the need for 

a single crystal; 'getting a single crystal is difficulti if not im .. 

· p-ossible 9 for most materials of biological interest. 

In additionp the paramagnetic ions within the crystal must be 

. sufficiently far apart that dipolar int~ractions \·till not smear out 

the EPR spectrum. · In the chemically simple systems which the solid 

state physicists investigate» this is usually done by diluting the 

paramagnetic complexes in a crystal of a diamagnetic host. For the 

larger complexes of biological interest~ this is not as easy to do 9· as. 

it is rar~r to find paramagnetic and diamagnetic complexes of shape and 

chemistry such that one may substitute in the crys ta 1 1 a tti ce of the 

other. 

Besides this difficulty. there may be more than one paramagnetic 

ion per unit cell of the crystal. If this is truee which it usually 

is 11 then-.. a1though the crystal has but one orientation ~:lith respect to 
. . 

the magnetic field--the paramagnetic complexes may have several orien-

tations. Part·Jcuiarly if the Crystal structure is·unknown. it may be 
,.·' 

relatively difficult to sort out the spectra· due to the different 

orientations. · 
( . 
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. Chapter. 3 

SURVEY OF THE EPR pF BIOLOGICAL METAL COMPLEXES 

.t~i.th the foregoing as background, we can review .the metals ~1hich 

occur biologically to see that is known about the EPR of these metals, 

what EPR of biological interest has been done$ and what the limitations. 

are on the observability of EPR signals in these meta1so 

Beinart and Palmer30 have recently revie\'led much this same topice 

but ·with the point of vie\'J of enzymologists instead of that of a 

physical chemist. In ·addition, their review emphasized certain metals, 

notably copper and molybdenum, while this review emphasizes. others, 

especially manganese. Thus, this revie\'1 should be complementary to 

theirs in two respects. 

,f')uch of my discussion of the. EPR of metal.ions in general leans. 

heavily ,on the classic paper by Abragam and Pryce ,16 on the early revi.ew 

by Bleaney and Stevens,13 and on the more recent books by Griffitl)17 and 
. . ' ' . ' . 

,8 
Ba]lhausen. I -.. There are also several recent compilations of EPR data ' 

. . . . 14 28 29 
in' i·nor·ganic systems. ' e . . . 
Vanadium 

· . Not too much fs known about the biological role of vanadiu~. The 

nutritional requirement for this metal in algae is well established.· 

and it has been sho~m to have a beneficial effect on higher plants. but 

little seems to be known about what it d~es.31 - 33 The higher oxidation 

states of vanadium have a chemistry t-lhich is similar to the higher oxi

dation states of moiybdenumD and some nutritional studies indicate 

that vanadium may be able to replace molybdenum in some biological 

situations. 31 ~ 33 As molybdenum is known to function with f1avopro·~eins 
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(see belov.J). it is possible that vanadium may do t!3is also~· 
. / 

. liost animals do not seem to require vanadium, but the most famous 

of the biologital uses of this ~etal o~curs in the tunicates, a primi- · 

tive marine subphylum of the vertebrates •. · The vanadium occurs 'in 

corpuscles in the blood in a complex ·called hemovanadiri~ which, is 

thought to· be a tetrapyrolle connected to 'a protein. 31 
e
34 

:The ~iable oxidation states .of vanadium are V(III), ·v(IV), and 

V(V). · Vanadium(V) has nod electrons and is thus diamagnetic., Vana-· 

di um( I I I) ha·s a 3d2 e 1 ectron configuration i because it has an even · 
I . 

. number of electrons~ it should be difficult to see with EPR 0 and we 

,. 

are not ·aware of it having been seen. Susceptibi 1 ity measurements of 

the a!Tlmonium alum indicate a zero-field splitting of 5 cm-1, 13 1-.rhich fs 

.... ,,. much more than the energy available from EPR spectrometers. 

'· Vanadium(IV) has one electron intthe 3d shell •. Those familiar· 

with crystal fie 1 d theory wi 1l reca 11 that, in ari octahedra 1 fie 1 d. 

three of the five d orbitals are degenerate and lie lowest in an octa-· 

. hedral field.· Slight deviations from octahedral ·symmetry split these 

energy 1eve,ls~·somevlhat, and the lone d electron of V(IV) will occupy 

the lovtestof these levels. Beciluse these states are nearly degenerate~ 

. their interaction via spin-orbit .coupling is very large, so. that very · 

slight thennal f1uc~uations in the crystal field lead to rapid relaxation 

among the spin states. of an octahedral d1 complex.· As a resulte the 

paramagnetic resonance of octahedral V(IV) complexes can be observed 

only/at very 1ovt temperatures~· 

Fortunately for our purposes • V(IV) reacts with water to form!·, the 

vanady1 ions vo2+, and it ·is ·this species which dominates the chemistry 

of V(IV) complexes. The covalently bound oxygen splits the degeneracy 
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of the octahedral ground state.widely 0 leaving an orbital singlet 

lowest. This results in slow relaxation and in an isotropic· g'value 

close to 2 •. A recent review of the chemistry of vo2+ includes a 

listing .of the EPR v10rk which has been done. 35 

The vanady1 ion ·is easily seen by EPR in qqueous solution, and 

can be·readi1y identified by the 8-line hyperfine pattern d·ue to the 

7/2 nuclear spin of v51 (Fig. 1).· Observe the uneven widths of the 

hyperfine lines in Figure 1 • .The vanadyl ion provides the classic 

example of relaxation due to thermal reorientation of the complex 

with respect to the applied magnetic field. This theory was first. 

developed by NcConne11, 36 and \'las applied to vanadyl by Rogers and 

. · Pake. 37 

Paramagnetic resonance does not seem to have been used very ex-

. tensively in investigating the biological role of vanadiu~. Beinart 

and Palmer30 display ~'lithout analysis a vanadium EPR spectrum obtained 

by Musso from a mushroom extract, and this is the only biological 

vanadium EPR spectrum of which we are aware. 

Due to the ease of seeing vanadyl EPR, it \1-tOuld seem that EPR is 

well suited for investigating thebiological role ofvanadium, and we 

are .somewhat surprised that more does not seem to have been done \•Jith it. · 

~1anganese. 

. . 38 
In a· recent review. Cotzias commented that "the biology of man~ 

ganese suffers from the lack of unifying principles," but we can not'e 

that a fair amount of information is beginning to accumulate. Manga

nese is known to be required in an~mals,38 and forphotosynthesis in 

plants.39~40 ;Manganese(II) is known t6 activate a large number of 

enzymatic reactions i!!. vitro, mnny of which arc also. activated by 
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Figure 1; EPR spectrum of the V02+ ion in aqueous solution 

1 (X-band). The spacing between lines is about 120 oe. 
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magnesium. 33 The requi~~ment of some organisms. for manganese is de

creased by the availability of magnesium, 41 suggestinq that the lack 

of metal ion specificity~ vitro carries over into the living or

ganisms for at least some enzymatic reactions. · In addition to this 

non-specific role for tlln(II), it is known to be a specific activator 

for the enzyme prolidase, and to be the metal ion which activates the 

i 
. . 33 

enzyme arg nase .:!..!l.Yl.Y.Q.· 

One of the very features ~-.shich makes the manganous ion so useful 

as an enzyme activator, its lability, also makes it difficult to study , 

these complexes. ~1anganese(II), 1t1ith its half filled d shell, forms 

relatively weak complexes, making it very difficult to isolate a man

ganese activated bi ochemi cal \'lith the meta 1 atom still bound to its 

original site. 

An additional difficulty, also due to the d5 configuration. is 

that the optical_d-d transitions of 1·1n(II) are spin forbidden, and 

hence very weak; this eliminates optical spectroscopy as a convenient 

tool for investigating these ion~. 

Although Mn(III) is unstable in water, 

. 2+ . ~· 3+ -Mn . = Mn + e 

the addition of coniplexing agents significantly enhances the stability 

of this oxidation state .and a number of ~1.n(III) complexes are known • 

It ~eems almost certain that Mn(III) occurs in biological systems and 

that manganese is used in this oxidati.on sta~e for some biological pur-

poses. There is some evidence for this. in ani ~a 1 s, 38 and the ro 1 e of 

manganese in the oxygen evolution process of photosynthesis makes it 

likely that an elevated oxidation state occurs here a1so. 40 

,, 

.. 

... 
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It may even be that i~n(IV) occurs in biological systems. Com .. 

plexes stable in aqueous solution with this oxidation state are known, 

or postuia.ted, i'dth biguanides~ 42- 44 with bypyridy1, 45 and \'-lith 

phthalocyanines and porphyrins. 40 ,. 46 . It is known or suspected that 

.most of these complexes are binuclear. 

As Mn(III) has an even numbqr of electrons, the observation of 

EPR of this oxidation ·state. requires enough luck to have t\'IO spin 

energy levels less than l cm-1 apart; we can expect this only with a 

ligand field of high symmetry. The EPR of r,1n(III) has been observed 

i~ TiO? at•77°K·and below, 47 but we can have little hope of observing ... ' ' 

this oxidation state in complexes having the lov-rer symmetry charac-

teri s tic 'of bi o 1 ogi ca 1 compounds. 

On the other hand, Mri(IV), with a 3d3 configuration, must have a 

Krarners degeneracy. The :jl·~ound term is an orbital sing1ett so that 

the !1. value shquld be. close to 2, and not vary significantly vlith the 

orientation of the ion. ihis has been observed in several different.· 

.crysta1s/'·8 .and the EPR spectra of t1n(IV)·in pyrosulfuric acid solu

tions both at room temperature and at liquid nitrogen.temperatures,49 

are in agreement \'lith this picture. ,, 
/ 

• I 

vJe made the r·~n(IV) .biguanide complexp and checked ,it for EPR 

signals in aqueous solution~ and as a po1ycrysta11ine sample at room 

. temperature and at liquid nitrogen temperature·. t~e observed no sig .. 

na1» probably due to the metal-metal interactions h.)lpo:thesized for 

this compound. In retrospect, our failure to observe a signal in a 
. . ; 

solid sample might have been due to our naivete in ignoring the poss1~· 

bi1ity of interm~lecular interactions, but it would seem that mono-. 

nuclear f.!n(IV} complexes should be observable in solution. Because of 

: .', 
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the seeming ubiquity of metal-metal interactions in these compounds, 

temperature suscepti bi 1i ty measurements may be preferable to EPR in 

investiqating the chemistry of these complexes. 

Manganese(ll) is perhaps the most easfly ohserved metal lon in 

solutions and it is easily identified by its 6-line hyperfine pattern 

due to the 100% abundant Mn 55 spin 5/2 nucleus (rig. 2). Aecause of 

its half filled 3d shell, ~1n{II) has a spherically symmetric~ non-

degenerate ground state, which to first order is not connected by 

spin-orbit coupling to any other electronic state. This means that 

Mn(II) has an i~otropic 9 value of 2.00, and its relaxation shou1d be 

slow. 

Early in the f1istory of EPR it i'/as observed that the addition of 

complexinq agents to a solution of manganous ion results in the dis .. 

appearancE:! of the chdracteristic G-line spectrum& 11'/ith nothing. or at 

mostt a broad weak spectrum in its p1ace. 50 Practically anything 

added to a t1n(II) solution wi11 broaden the EPR lines. Alcohol, sunar, 

chloride ione and nitrate ion will all do the trick. !ft.ore "stronqly" 

bonding ligands~ such as EDTA or bipyridyl, virtually obliterate the 

signal in solutiono so that a solution 0.1 F in Mn(II) is barely 

observable. 

Morgan and hiS students have \'~fOrked extensively on the relaxation 

mechanisms of f'.1n{II) in solution, and haw~ concluded that the relax·'ltion 

of Mn(~2o);+ is due to a fluctuating zero-field splitting caused by 

random fluctuations in the positions of \:later molecules in the vicinity 

of the ion. 51 

Hayes and r~yers 52 considered the effect of chlotide and sulfatt~ on 

· EPR linewidtht and concluded that the additional width due .to these ions 
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Figure· 2. EPR . spectrum of the Mil ion in aqueous sol uti on. ( X-band). · 

The spacing between lines is.about 95 oe. 
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was caused by chemical exchange in the first and second coordination 

spheres. · 

The re 1 axati on mechanism for Mn with po 1ydentat.e ligands has not 

been established, but it seems·likely that this is either due tore-

or.ientation of the complex with respect to the ln~oratory magnet 9 or 

due to·flucty~tions in the ligand field strength. · 

· 
1 Prattica11y any whole cell biological specimen placed in an EPR 

spectrometer at room temperature will g1 ve the· spectrum character1 s tic 

of urtcomplexe~ manganous ionl) and this is a convenient method of 

. assaying' for·uncomplexed Hn(II)~ 

When a· solution of Mn(H20)~+ is frozen, and the solute concen

. trations are such that dipo1ar broadening does not occur. then a 

.; characteristic EPR spectrum results (F~:g. 3). riote the additional 

pairs 'of ·1inesbetween·eacl1 of the six main peaks;.these.~re due--· 

f,orma1ly~-to simultaneous nuclear spin flips. · This same sharp spe,ctrum 

has· been ·reported for a number of bi o 1 ogi ca 1 samples (e. n. ~ Refs.· 30 t 

53," 5-:l}~·both at room and at reduced tempera'tures. :These ... si.gnals may. 

be' due·to,hexaquo ~1n(IIh or· it is. p'ossible thatother ottahedrally 

· coord1 nated. l~n( II )--particularly to oxygen 1 i gands--g1ves. essenti a 11y . 

the·same ~pectrum~ 

, . I11 contrast, the manganese EOTA complex'has· a.significantly dif ... 
. . ' ' ' ' : 

ferent' spectrum (Fig.", 4) i~· a ~ass. at liquid. ni.~rog·cn te~peratures~ . 

Apparently, the-crystal field caused bythis chela.ting·agent is suffi-
.. 

ciently strong that it can cause a significant zero field splitting 

due to sec(md order spin-orbit interactions •. 

· · (. It wou1d be difficult, if not impossi1ble~ to extract spectroscopic 
\ 

paramaters from tbii s X-band spectrum, .and the use of a spectrometer 

which uses higher energy micro~>~ave quanta is. indicated. Even 'llith a· 

... -

"' 

'• 
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. .· 2+ 
EPR ·spectrum of Mn in frozen aqu~6us solution {X-band, 

l00°K). Methanol, 25 vol %, added to prevent dipolar 

broadeningo \. 
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EPR spectrum of manganous EDTA 1n frozen aqueous solution 

(X-band, -100°C, pH 10 before freezing). Glycerol, 25 

vol %, added to reduce dipolar broadening~ 
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55 
~fi ngle crysta 1 to work with~ Seed found it necessary to use a Q ... band 

. . 

. 2+ 
spectrometer to analyze the EPR spectrum of fv1n in the ternary system 

of NH
4

C1-t'1nCJ 2 .. H20, which has a zero-field splitting of 0.15 cm""1., 

.We suspect that zero-field sp1ittings of Ooi to Oc2 cm-1 are common 

in i·1n(II) complexes cf bio1cgica1 interest, so that it would be. generally 

advisabie to study these complexes 11/ith a Q-bar.d spectrometer. Even 

then~ tl":e combined difficu1ty of extracting spin parameters from a S~spin 

a "fingerprint'~ tech~ique by othe:-- than physicists. 

Iron.· 

·riAon is b,Y far the t.'iOSt important of. the. transition metals in 

··.biology& oc:curri.r.g in ?. vade:ty of ·=ompounds· serving a numbe·r of dif ... 

. .~ J.. .C .._ • 56 T & ... h d th th h .. •eren~ ,unc~lons. '"many or ~.ese compoun s, among em e erne 
/ 

moiety of hemoglobin~ the i\"'on is bound in a planar porphyrin ri.ngo 

, Because of their biological importance, an~ the ease. with which they· 

:can. be observed with optical spectroscopy~ these heme iron compounds· 

have been the. objects of considerable study for a number of years .. lt 

is only recently th~t other biological iron compounds 9 frequently 1u~ped 

together as 11 non-heme. i ron 11
' have come ·under. intensive investi gati.o~. 57 · ... 

i 

·The iron in biological compounds occ~rs in both the' ferrous and 

fer~ic states~ and it appears that one· of. the most useful attributes of·· 
• • .! • 

. ' 

iron, as with several.of the other transiti-on metals~ is its abi1ity to 
; . ', . 

readily change its oxidation stateo 

i Ferrous iron has a 3d6 electron c6nfigura~ion, 0ith all ·of:the: = 

~:affficv1ties: :of· EPR observation true,,for,.any·:even·le1ectr;ori ·system: ·.For: 

several yea.rs, however, a free radica1'-1ike.(i.e. 9 natrow) EPR siqnal. a.t 

'•! 
' 

• 
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g • 1.94 has been observed in biological systems. and associated 

d d 
•· . 30,58 n .4-1·· .. thi · .. t h b 1 d . with. re uce . 1ron. "ecen .. y., . s mys ery as een c eare. up 

by Glumberg, 59 ,60 who .ex.p]ained that the ~igna1 is. due to a free 

radical. whose g value fs.altered by electron·exchange with a coor

dinated spin-paired ferrous ion • 

. .Ferric .iron has a 3d5 electron configuration, isoelectronic 

with r·1n(II}. Hm·Jever, because of its greater nuclear charge, iron{III) 

binds to Jigands more strongly so that second order spin-orbit coupling 

to excited electronic states is significant for virtually all of its 

complexes~ . Tile true g. value of the. ground state remains very .close to 

an isotropic 2.·00, but the relatively strong crystal field creates a 

zero-field splitting of several wavenumbers, 

· .. This splitting is~.so large that one defines the spin quantum num-

her in terms of the crystal field axes, instead of the t1sual proced1.1re. 
. ' . . . . . 

of.def,ining them with respect to the magnetic fieldo The application 

of a magnetic field is then considered as a small perturbation on the 
. ' 

states· ·.so defi1ied •. One may then classify the. spin 1eve1s. according to 

t~e.projection of this spin along the crystal field axis, and consider • · 
.• 

the levels with t·15 =. ~1/2, !:)12. and !_5/2:as .three indep.endent. doublet~. 

Each of.these doublets, considered. individually •. can then be·assigned 

an effective g value \'t'hich reflects the size o;f th~ energy splitting 

of the doublet in. a magnetic field •. These.g~v~luas.will depend on the 

symmetry· of the zero. field sp1itting •.. 
. ,. ' . 

. In an axial field (one wi.th a three or more fold axis of symmetry)'~· 

the :_1/2 .doublet has an effective g value ranging from·2 to 6, depend:..· 

trig on orientation. , In. a glassy sample, this gives rise to an EP~ 

spectrum wtth a large peak at g = 6, and a smaller one at g ~ 2~ As 

.·. . 1 

'· •. 1 
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the symmetry becomes less than axial, a broad resonance at g -~ 4. 3 

develops. ·The g = 4~3 signal was first explained by Castnerp Newell~· 

Holton, and Slichter,61 and the general treatment of_the effectiveg 

values is give~ by Wickman, Klein, and Shirley.62 

Apparently because the effective g values are sensitive to the 

relative crystal field strengths in different d1rections 11 \~ickman 

et al., in their work on ferri chrome-A, found it necessary to go down __......... . . . . 

to a temperature of l°K in order to detect some of the resonances. 

In view of this recent development in the theory of Fe('III) mag• 

·netic resonance, and the value of observation at very 1ow temperatures, 

most of the biological Fe(III) EPR work performed to date is more or 

l~ss outmoded. The notable exception to this is the work which has 

. been done on different heme .compounds. 63 

Cobalt 

Cobalt 1s needed by many, if not all, an1ma1s 0 and by some micro ... 

organisms» for -vi tarni n. a12 ( cyanocoba 1 ami n) 9 64 the chemistry of wh1 ch 

has been recently revie~.Yed by Bonnett. 65 It has not been proven that 

cob~lt is required by higher plants, but beneficial effects have been 

observed upon its addition. 66 

Cobalt(II) activates a number of enzymatic reactions in vitro, ---
and it is particularly noted for its ability to activate enzymes which 

utilize ·zinc in vivo. As zinc has a full 3d shell, its complexes --
cannot be studied by EPR, susceptibility measurements. or d-d elec

tronic transitions; consequently, the study of its substitution by 

another metal is of particular importance • 

In its ordinary aqueous chemistry, cob'alt has_ bJo importaflt oxi"!! 

dation stat~so II and III. In aqueous solutions containing no 

. ' .~ 
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complexing agents, the oxidation to Co(III) is very unfavorable:· 

1-!m.,.ever, in the presence of complexing ligandse the stability of the 

trivalent state is greatly enhanced: 

One therefore expects both of these oxidation states in biological 

systems. • 

Cobalt(III) has a d6 electron configuration, isoelectronic with 

ferrous iron.· The free ion has four unpaired electrons, but a quite 

weak crystal field suffices to cause spin pairing. With the exception 

of (CoF6)3-. \'lhich has S = 2, all of the ionic cobalt(! II) complexes 

known have diamagnetic ground states. All of the Co(III) porphyrin 

and other tetrapyrolle complexes related to vitamin s12 are diamag

netic. 

Cobalt( II) is d7 , and may have a ·ground state having either 1 or. 

3 unpaired electrons •. A tetrahedral ligand field cannot produce the 

lmtJ spin state, but a number of octahedral and tetragonal complexes 

of cobalt(II) have spin l/2; square planar complexes, such as the 

tetrapyrolles, are particularly likely to have this ~onf1guration. 

High spin co~alt(II} has a ground state ~hich is triply degen- · 

· · · · erate orbitally in an octahedra 1 fie 1 d. · As J n the case of octahedra 1 

vanadium(IV) e this orbital degeneracy makes the spin levels very sus

ceptible to relaxationi so that the EPR of high spin cobalt(II) may 

be seen only at very 1m<~ temperatures. 



.• 
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Low spin Co(II) is also susceptible to relaxation due to spin

orbit interaction between the ground state and low lying excited · 

levels.· Dependi.ng on the distance between the ground and first ex

cited state, a given complex may be quite easily observable at liquid 

nitrogen temperatures, or not observable except at considerably lower 

. t 67 tempera ures. . 

The native ~itamin a12 compounds have been characterized with 

reasonable· certainty as containing diamagnetic Co(III), which cannot 

be studie'd by EPR. The chemistry of the reduction of vitamin a
12 

is 

~ossi61y of some biological importance, and is itill poorly defined. 
. . 

Ev~n 'if the ·reduced compounds do not occur in living systemse an in-

creased unders tand.i ng of them may contribute to knm-11 edge about· the 

biological species. For this reason. t~e Co(II) complexes of corrin

like compounds are of some. interest.· 

' ' ' 68 ' ' ' 
Hogehkamp, Barker, and Mason have taken EPR spectra at liquid. 

nitrogen temperatures of photolyzed coenzyme a
12

r)and .of reduced vita- · 

min s12. ·,With the resolution obtained,' the two ~pectra were identicaJ, 

and 'closely matched the g values 'known for. Co(II} phthalocyan1ne, 69 •70 

More recently, Assour71 has studied the spin resonance of cob a 1t 
j ' • ' 

phthalocyanine quite extensively 0 and has succeeded in observing 
' ' ' 

hyperfine splittings due to nitrogen nuclei in heterocyclic compounds 

bound'in 'th~ axial positions of the complexi In view of this~ it 

might be profitable to reinvestigate some of the s12 comppunds to· 

see ·~f nitrogen'hyperf~ne, or even c13 hyperfine~ splittings might 

be observed. '· 

•' ~ 
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Copper. 

Cuprous copper~ Cu(l)s has a full 3d shell and is thus diamag

netic., Cupric copper, Cu{II), has a 3d9 configurations which may be 

considered as a full d shell plus one positive hole. 

t·tore biologica1 EPR, and a greater variety of it, has been done 

on copper than on any other metal. This is for a number.of reasons: 

Copper is 'important biologically; its tendency to bond covalently 

makes its biological cowpounds more easily isolable intact; and the 

brilliant color of the cupric compounds makes them relatively easy 

to identify and isolate. Its EPR is attractive because biological 

oxidations and reductions can be followed by appearance and disap

pearance.of the EPR signal; the EPR signal is easily observable, par

tic~larl~ at liquid nitrogen temperatures;25 •26 and the fact that it 

is a one electron problem makes the .theoretical analysis of the 

spectra relative 1y more easy. l, 8 

The metabolism of copper has been reviewed by Adelstein and 

Va1-1ee:t~ 72 tl1e copper proteins have been reviewed by ~1almstrom and 

Ne11ands/and the extensive applications of EPR to biological cppper 

hive been covered in two recent reviews.30,?3 

Molybdenum 

A major biological use~ if not the·sole use. of molybdenwn is in 

connection with flavoproteins. and work with both model compounds 74 

·and enzyme systern~J5 seems .to indicate that oxidation and reduction 

occur between Mo(V) and Mo(VI), and the flavinb Paramagnetic reson

ance observations of the t1o(V) EPR signal, and the EPR of ot:1er vara-

magnetic species present, has played a major role in the elucidation 

of the mechanism of these enzyrne reactions. nuch of this ~'lark has 
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been don~ in the group headed by Beinart~a~·:Madison. and 1t has been 

recently revi e\-ted by them. 30 ' 75 

From the aqueous chemistry.67 the oxidation states III through 

VI are possible. Molybdenurn(VI) has no 4d electrons, Nh1ch eliminates 

. 1t as a possibility for magnetic resonance~ and the +4 state is 

usually diamagnetic als.o. The EPR of both t-to(III) and Ho(V) is . . . 

easily seen., 

.. 

:~· 
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Dipolar Broadening of EPR Spectra Due to Solute Segregation 
· in Frozen Aqueous Solutions* 

RonEnT T. Ross 

Department of Chemistry and Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, University of Calijomia, Berkeley, Cr~lifornitt 

(Received 16 December 1964) 

EPR spectra of Mn2+ and Gd3+ in a number of frozen aqueous solutions show that ice crystallization causes 
extensive segregation of solutes. The concentration of paramagnetic ions thus induced results in dipolar 
broadening of EPR spectra, and published spectra of frozen aqueous Mn2+ are reinterpreted accordingly. 
This segregation effect may be reduced by the addition of quantities of experimentally inert solute. 

INTRODUCTION 

SOLUTIONS cooled to low temperatures are fre
quent subjects for a variety of spectroscopic 

investigations. This cooling may cause high local con
centrations of a solute molecule under study, and the 
interactions thus induced may significantly affect some 
measurements. In electron paramagnetic. resonance 
(EPR) spectroscopy, high local concentrations of para
magnetic species can result in electron spin dipole 
broadening of the lines in. the EPR spectrum. 

Most studies of frozen solutions by EPR have used an 
organic matrix; -a but recently some use has· been made 
of frozen aqueous solutions,4- 6 in whieh segregation 
induced by freezing may be a problem. The art of pre
paring organic glasses is highly developed,7 but the 
difficulty of making an aqueous glass seems to have 
induced a disregard for the consequences. of iceccrystal 
formation. Aggregation or crystallization of a solute in 
a homogeneous solvent is familiar, but the solvent itself 
also may separate as a crystalline phase. Particularly in 
aqueous solutions, where strong hydrogen bonding 
makes the ice structure very reluctant to include a for
eign ion, crystallization of solvent as a virtually pure 
phase will greatly concentrate solute species in the 
interstices of solvent crystallites. 

In this paper, we discuss what effect the use of differ
ent aqueous mixtures has on paramagnetic ion-ion 

THEORY 

The dipolar interaction between two paramagnetic 
species is given by the classical relation 

Ed= w-3 ( 1-.3 cos2¢) . 

Van Vleck8 considered the effect of this interaction on 
the shape of an EPR line; for a sample with randomly 
oriented ions, its contribution to the width of the line 
between points of maximum slope is given by 1 he 
relationship 

MI = 2gf3[tS(S+1) Jl (( Lr;{-G) l), 
i¢j 

where ( ) signifies an average over j. 
The value of this average over all ions depends 

markedly on the distribution of ion-ion distances. For 
a completely random distribution, it is approximately 
equal to SC, where C is the volume concentration of 
paramagnetic ions. If the sample is not homogeneous, 
the EPR linewidth due to this interaction is a measure 
of a rather local concentration. 

For a spin N /2 system with g~ 2, the linewidth 
contribution is approximately· SON Oe per molar con
centration. Exchange narrowing has not been consid
ered, so this model is not accurate for high concentra
tions. The effect of paramagnetic species other tlmn the 
one being observed is reduced by a factor of i.8 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

The EPR spectra were obtained with an X-band 
spectrometer operating at 9.1 Gc/sec. A derivative 
presentation of the spectrum resulted froin phase

. • Supported in part by a National Science Foundation Pre- sensitive detection of the absorption with 100-kc/sec 
doetoral Fellowship, and in part by the U.S. Atomic Energy field modulation o£'·3-0e amplitude. A rectangular T£1<12 
Commission. 

. 1 H. R. Gershmann and J.D. Swalen, J. Chern. Phys. 36, 3221 cavity (Varian V4531) was used with a quartz-jacketed 

- distances as detected by EPR. The results confirm that 
segregation is extensive in frozen aqueous solutions, and 
some published EPR observations are reinterpreted 
accordingly. 

(1962). gas~:flow cooling system (Varian V4547). Liquid samples 
. 

2
R. Neiman and D. Kivelson, J. Chern. Phys. 35• 156 (1961). at room tempei:atur.e were placed 1'n 3-mm. -bore quartz 8 D. Kivelson and S. K. Lee, J. Chern. Phys. 41, 1896 (1964). 

• F. E. Wakim and A. V. Nolle, J. Chern. Phys. 37., 3000 (1962). sample tubes and cooled by immersion in liquid nitrogen 
6 B. T. Allen and D.· W. Nebert, J. Chern. Phys. 41, 1983 before placement in the cavity. Sample temperature 

(1964). 
6 G. Palmer, R. C. Bray, and H. Beinert, J. Bioi. Chern. 239, in the cavity was about 90°K and was not a critical 

2657 (1964). parameter. 
7 F. J. Smith, J. K. Smith, and S. P. McGlynn, Rev, Sci. lnstr. 

33, 1370 (1962). 8 ]. H. Van Vleck, Phys. Rev. 74, 1168 (1948), 
3919 
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FIG. 1. Effect of added sodium 
perchlorate on the derivative EPR 
spectrum of 0.005M Mn+ + in 
frozen aqueous solution. "Other 
ions" refers to total concentration 
of anions and cations not Mn+ +. 

All solutions used were saturated with air. The para
magnetism .of 02 had no observable effect on EP R 
linewidths in frozen aqueous solution. 

Identical Mn+ + spectra were obtained from com
mercial CP manganous nitrate and from manganese 
perchlorate made from MnC03 and perchloric acid. 

Gadolinium perchlorate was made by the addition of 
3M perchloric acid to Gd203, and dilution to the desired 
strength. The stock solution w~ed was 0.0040M in 
Gd(Cl04)a, and was 0.040M in HC104 to hinder hy
drolysis. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Addition of increasing amounts of sodium perchlorate 
to aqueous 0.005M manganous nitrate results in a 
progressively sharper and more intense EPR spectrum 
of the frozen solution (see Fig. 1). The dependence of 
the spectrum on concentration of additive was also 
investigated in detail with methanol, perchloric acid, 
and nitric acid used as additives, with results similar to 
those shown for sodium perchlorate. . 

Spectra for 0.005M manganese in 25 and 7 5 vol% 
aqueous methanol were equivalent and were as distinct 

, as :any spectra obtained. If the intensity (absolute 
·.maximum minus absolute minimum slope of the absorp

tion) of the derivative EPR spectrum of the 25% 
methanol sample is assigned the value 100, various 
frozen aqueous solutions yielded the intensities listed 
in Table· I. A convenient measure of the clarity of detail 
in a Mn+ + spectrum is the ratio of the difference be
tween the first minimum and second maximum to the 
difference between the first maximum and last minic 
mum. The 25% methanol spectrum has a clarity index 

of 106 (in percent). Values for other frozen solutions 
are given .in Table J. 

Frozen aqueous solutions of Cda-t- were also found to 
have an EPR signal which progressively narrows and 
increases in intensity upon the addition. of dian1agnetic 
solutes before freezing. Our hopes of using ( ;d31- to 
obtain a clear-cut dipolar broadening effect on a single 
EPR line were frustrated by a broad background ,;b
sorption, probably due to the presence of more than one 
chemical species. Typical spectra are illustrated in 
Fig. 2. 

To further check the assumption that dipolar broad
ening is responsible for the phenomena observed, the 
effect of added Ni+ + on the Mn+ + spectrum was com
pared with the effect of increased Mn+ +concentration. 
The effect of added Ni+ + on the clarity and specilic 
intensity is about the same as 5% as much added M n+ f. 

DISCUSSION 

Regardless of the additive used in the manganese 
experiments, the same characteristic spcctr.um prevails. 
The only species common to all the systems tried are 
Mn+ +and H20, implying that hydrated manganous ion 
is responsible for the spectrum. 

The manganous ion has consistently been found to 
have a coordination number of 6.9 Single-crystal EPR 
studies of the Mn(HzO) 6+ + ion have been made in 
several diamagnetic hosts.10 Values found for the axial 
splitting parameter D are in the range 0.014 to O.<J27 
cm-1• Comparison. of the powder spectrum of 
Mn(H20)a+ +in a Tutton salt, (NH 4)2Zn(S04)2·61h0, 
at room temperature (D= +0.024 cm--1), with that of 
Mn+ +in a frozen solution shows that the frozen solute 
has a mean distortion from cubic symmetry equal to or 

TABLE I. Intensity and clarity of detail of the derivative EPR 
spectrum of 0.005M Mn+ +in different frozen aqueous solutions. 
Scales are arbitrary and are defined in the text. 

Solution Intensity Clarity 
--·------------·--·--

25% Methanol 100 .106 
2M Methanol 67 1!3 
2M K acetate 45 ss 
2M BzSO, 45 !)2 
25% Glycerol 44 IH 
25% Pyridine 42 74 
2M HNOa 39 73 
2M NaClO, 32 75 
2M HCJO, 17 36 
25% Dioxane 16 5 
2M HCl 9 69 
2M KNOa 8 5 

- - - :=:---=..:..-==::.==-..= 

9 An isolated and undcrstanclal>le exception is the sevcn
c~ordinate _Mn_(H·EDTA) (lizO)-- .complex [J. L. Hoard, B. 
I cderson, S. Rtchards, and J. V. Silverton, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 
83,3533 (1961)]. 

to K. n. Bowers and J. Owen,· H.ept. Prop;r. Phys. 18, 3().1 
(1955). . 
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slightly smaller than that for Mn(H20) 6+ + in the 
Tutton salt. We conclude from this and the chemical 
evidence which has been presented that the spectrum in 
the frozen aqueous solution is due to Mn(H20) 6+ +. 

Manganese complexes involving nonwater ligands 
contribute at most a broad background signal. Only the 
M = +~ M = -! transitions are observable in the 
hexahydrate spectrum. A first coordination sphere 
which is not composed of all identical ligands will create 
a much greater crystal-field splitting, broadening even 
these transitions into oblivion.11 

We propose that the broad structureless line observed 
by Wakim and Nolle4 and by Allen and. Nebert6 for 
frozen solutions of manganous salt alone in water is 
caused by manganese-manganese dipolar broadening. 
The resolution of hyperfine structure obtained by Allen 
and Nebert on the addition of chloride is due to a de
crease in dipolar interactions rather than a change in 
crystal-field parameters. Allen and Nebert obtained a 
Mn+ + spectrum in methanol identical to the unbroad
ened frozen aqueous spectra; as the solution used was 
made by the addition of hydrated salt to undried 
alcohol, we suggest that this spectrum is also due to 
Mn(H20) 6+ +. 

The broad background absorption found in the gado
linium experiments is probably due to the presence of 
more than one chemical species. The unpaired electrons 
of an 8S rare-earth ion are sufficiently insulated from the 
ligands that complexes, such as Gd(H20) .cp+ or 
Gd(H2Q)D3+, will have little greater crystal-field split
ing than Gd(H20) sll+, 

Considering the difference in magnetic moments and 
the statistical factor of j, Ni+ +should be 36% as effec
tive in broadening Mn+ +as is manganese itself, but the 
experiments tried gave only a 5% effect. The remaining 
factor of 7 may be due to a tendency for the two kinds of 
ions to go into different phases on freezing; an alternate 
possibility is that rapid electronic relaxation of the Ni+ + 
renders it less effective in inducing Mn+ + relaxation. 

A given additive may have two distinct effects on the 
EPR spectrum of frozen Mn+ +: A decrease in dipolar 
interactions will both improve the clarity and increase 

-----(a) 

----(b) 

. 100 
~H 

FIG. 2. EPR derivative spectrum of Gda+ in frozen aqueous 
solution. (a) 0.002M Gd(CIO,):,, 0.02M HCIO,; (b) a+l.OM 
NaCIO,. Spectrum is centered on g=2. · 

11 A detailed discussion of lincwidth as a function of IJ is !(ivcn 
by B. Bleaney a!ld 1{. S. Rubins, !'roc. l'hys. Soc. 77, 103 (1961). 

the intensity of the spectrum. Complex formation with 
the additive will decrease the amount ofMn(H 20) 0·1 !

present, reducing signal intensity. 
:Uy comparing the intensity and clarity figures for the 

different additives, we estimate that 75% to XS 1;{) of the 
Mn+ +in the 2M HCl solution is a chloride complex. ln 
all the other solutions, at least 40% of the manganese 
seems to remain as the hydrate which produces the 
characteristic spectrum. This is true even· for 2M pyri
dine and sulfate, which comple4 Mn+ + moderately 
strongly in aqueous solution. 12 •13 

Subsequent to the concentration induced bv ice cn·~
tallization, a solute may aggregate or crystallize, or l:l,;e 
rapid cooling may trap individual molecules in a dis
ordered phase. A disordered phase may be crystals of the 
solvent (ice) or of other solute with the solute of intere~>L 
pccurring as defects, or the phase may be noncrystalline. 

Noncrystalline ("glass") regions will result on cooling 
a liquid only if diffusion is halted by increasing viscosity 
before chemical equilibrium can he attained. Glass 
formation will be favored if the diffusion rate is slow at 
the freezing point, if crystal nucleation is dillicult, or if 
the rate of crystal growth is slow. 14

•1" 

The use of a mixture introduces a numbl'r of possi
bilities for favoring glass formation: Freezing points can 
be lowered. Eutectic mixtures may be stable crystalline 
phases, causing crystal growth to be slower because of 
the more complex crystal structure. All rates of crystal· 
growth will be reduced by the presence of foreign mole
cules, which must diffuse away from a growing crystal 
plane before a new layer can be added. The amount of 
intermolecular bonding not corresponding to a stable 
structure may be increased. 

By examining the avaibble physicochemical data16 

with the above points in mind, one may explain rea
sonably well the relative effectiveness of different 
additives in decreasing dipolar broadening in frozen 
aqueous solution. 

The alcohols have eutectics below -100°, and also 
have been found to have the greatest retarding effect on 
the growth of ice crystals from aqueous solution.'7 Ac
cordingly, the usefulness of methanol in reducing segre
gation is understandable. 

Glycerol, which is extraordinarily difficult to crys
tallize, might also be expected to be quite effective. This 
compound is routinely used to protect biological cells on 
freezing, and it has been proposed that its primary mode 

12 G. Atkinson and J. E. ll:mman, Jr., Inorg. Chcm. 2, 64 
(1963). -

13 T. Bjerrum, G. SchwarzeniJach, and L. G. Sillen, Stability 
Constants (The Chemical Society, London, 1958), Part II.· 

14 The kinetics of crystal growth are reviewed hy G. H. Nan
callas and N. Purdie in Quart. Rev. 18, 1 ( 1964). 

15 Glass formation is discussed by R. W. Douglas in Non
Crystalline Solids, edited by V. V. Frechette (John Wiley & Sons, 
Inc., New York, 195X), p. 374. 

16 J. Timmermans, l'hysicn Clecmical Conslauls of llillllTY 
Systems in Concelltruled Solution.v ( lllt<·rsciellcc I 'ul >lishns, t 11c., 
New York, 1900). 

17 C. V. Lusena, Arch. Hiochcm. lliophys. 57, 27'1 ( J()5.'i). 
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of action is prevention of cell damage due to greatly 
increased ionic concentrations which result on freezing.18 

Glycerol is fairly effecting in sharpening EPR spectra, 
but methanol and potassium acetate seem to surpass it 
easily. 

Solutions of potassium acetate are relatively viscous, 
and extrapolation of the available freezing-point data16 

places the eutectic in the vicinity of -70°C, so the -
clarity produced by this additive is not unexpected. 
Sulfuric acid has five eutectics with water and seems to 
confuse the water molecules successfully. 

Dioxane and common mineral salts such as KN03 

have eutectis;s only a few degrees below zero and are 
expected to be ineffective. 

More rapid freezing of the sample may help to reduce 
segregation effects. The conventional plunging of a 
sample tube into liquid nitrogen is convenient, but it 

18 J. E. Lovelock, Biochim. Biophys. Acta 10, 414 (1953). 

-------- ~----- ------

requires several seconds to freeze a sample. Rapid freez
ing techniques developed for the EPR study of enzyme 
kinetics6 •19 can--freeze an aqueous solution in about lO 
msec. However, one should note that at -10°C icc 
crystallizes at a rate_ of 70 JL/msec20

•
21

; this is sufficient to 
allow considerable ice crystallite formation. 
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